INTRODUCTION
Both commercial and military wireless applications push limits for size and performance. In the 1970s troops had to make educated guesses about the battlefield situation. Today, frontline troops can have a real-time display showing where every one is, even including the enemy. Cellphones of the 1980s were the size of a book. Today, they have greater coverage and are so small that they get lost in a pocket. Technology drives these advances. A critical part of this technology is electromagnetic (EM) analysis.
Wireless technology achieves these dramatic advances by shifting functionality from printed circuit boards (PCB) and discrete components (e.g., inductors, capacitors, resistors, transistors) to monolithic integrated circuits. These radiofrequency integrated circuits (RFICs) can be on silicon (Si) or gallium arsenide (GaAs). Another choice, midway between RFIC and PCB, is low-temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC). For example, if you were to open your cellphone, you would see a tiny piece of ceramic connected to the antenna. That little piece of ceramic is an LTCC circuit that replaces a PCB and numerous discrete elements formerly occupying a volume almost as large as your entire modern cellphone.
Other portions of your cellphone might include Si RFICs. Formerly restricted to digital/computer applications, silicon integrated circuits can now be used to shrink entire PCB assemblies down to the size of a few grains of sand. For example, silicon RFICs are widely used for radiofrequency identification (RFID) tags. Costing pennies and the size of a credit card, RFID tags use an embedded Si RFIC to transmit information whenever they receive an appropriate radio signal. You might use this when you buy gasoline or pay a toll. Demanding military applications, where high frequency and high power are important, can make use of the superior, but more expensive, GaAs. Figure 1 shows a photomicrograph of a GaAs MMIC (monolithic microwave integrated circuit) wafer. During the design phase it is common to place multiple designs on a single GaAs wafer. The circuit in the center is a twostage 1.2-3.2-GHz 1-W GaAs amplifier with 20 dB smallsignal gain. It was fabricated on a 75-mm-thick wafer and is 2.98 mm on each side. Electromagnetic analysis is absolutely critical in achieving success on first fabrication for circuits like this.
In all of these applications, it is important to squeeze every gram of performance out of the selected technology, and to do that with the smallest possible size and the shortest possible design and fabrication time.
The high-frequency design process widely used prior to the 1990s began with an approximate design, then the circuit was built. The technology to complete a design with one fabrication simply did not exist. Thus, after building the circuit using these early design approaches, measurements would invariably show that its performance did not meet requirements. For example, an amplifier might not have enough gain, or a filter might be set for the wrong frequency. This was fully expected.
After the initial failure, the designer would review exactly how the circuit failed to meet expectations and then incrementally tune the circuit (a process called ''tweaking''), or possibly redesign and refabricate the circuit with the hope that it would perform better the second time around. This redesign-refabricate cycle might be exercised half a dozen times before the desired performance was achieved.
Then, in the 1980s, high-frequency designers started making RF circuits on silicon and gallium arsenide. Now, instead of a few days for fabrication, GaAs RFICs required 3-6 months for fabrication and the cost for fabrication was around $50,000 each time. Tweaking a circuit was no longer possible. Five or six redesign-refabricate iterations were too expensive and took far too long. This is where the technology of numerical electromagnetics found its first widespread application.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Prior to the advent of RFICs, components like inductors were literally a simple coil of wire. The approximate inductance was calculated using simple formulas. Then with the inductor in the circuit, it could be tweaked, if desired, to the exact inductance by bending the wire or tuning a small ferrite slug. Figure 2 shows a spiral inductor on silicon. The venerable coil of wire has been flattened into a spiral so that it can be placed on the flat surface of a silicon IC. This results in several non-inductor-like characteristics. First, recall that the magnetic field in the old coil of wire is just like that of the classical bar magnet, with all the magnetic field going through the center of the coil and then loosely spreading around the outside and finding its way back to the other end.
In a spiral inductor, some of the returning magnetic field pushes back through in between the spiral turns. The magnetic field that penetrates the plane of the spiral pushes and pulls the current in the spiral turns, the result is called ''current crowding.'' This increases the already high resistive loss of the tiny conductors in the inductor. In addition, while the spiral inductor is on top of the silicon substrate, there may be a conducting ground plane on the bottom side of the silicon. There is extra capacitance to this ground plane that can be significant. Making things more difficult, the semiconducting silicon substrate itself allows current to flow, further modifying this extra capacitance and increasing loss.
Note that this inductor is actually modeled as two thin sheets very close to each other. This is because the thickness of the metal is about the same as the gap between the spiral turns. In this case, both sheets are needed for the highest accuracy at high frequency because the current actually flows close to the surface of the metal (''skin effect''). Since there are two sheets of skin effect current in the actual inductor (one flowing on top of the thick metal, the other on the bottom), two sheets of current are used to model the inductor. So, while it initially looks like just one inductor, we actually have two very tightly coupled inductors, one directly on top of the other, and that is the way it is analyzed. This simple inductor is not so simple.
The Z axis is magnified for the inductor of Fig. 2 , the metal thickness is 2.8 mm, and the gap between lines is 3.2 mm. No vias connecting the edges of the sheets, and no additional sheets are used as they are not needed. Testing to see if edge vias or additional sheets are needed is easily done by simply adding them, reanalyzing, and comparing the results. Typically we find that this simple two-sheet model is sufficient when the gap is on the order of the thickness, as we have here.
Measured versus calculated data for this inductor are shown in Fig. 3 . The quality factor (Q) is related to resistive loss; higher Q indicates lower loss. These results are typical of the kind of agreement usually seen with EM analysis. With this kind of capability, the high-frequency designer can now modify the design on the computer to achieve exactly the desired response, and then build the circuit once. Once a rare event, achieving complete success on the first fabrication for even the most complicated circuits is now common. Figure 4 shows the current distribution on the inductor. First notice that there is high current on the edges. This edge concentration of current is characteristic of planar circuits and causes increased loss. Inclusion of this high edge current requires use of a very small subsection size. If a large subsection size is used, the high edge current cannot be included in the analysis and the loss is underestimated.
Note also that the high edge current is present on only one edge of some of the interior turns of the inductor. This Figure 2 . An 8.25-turn spiral inductor on silicon has thick conductors that must be modeled with two sheets of conductor to accurately include the skin effect and current crowding on inductance and loss. is the current crowding referred to above, where the inductor magnetic field penetrating the plane of the inductor pushes and pulls the current on the spiral turns to one edge or the other. This additionally increases loss and if not included in the analysis, results in an optimistic estimate of loss. Current distribution visualization is an important diagnostic tool.
This spiral analysis uses a new type of meshing, ''conformal meshing,'' which allows accurate and fast analysis. This spiral was analyzed in 5 min 9 s per frequency on a 3-GHz Pentium. Conformal meshing is discussed in detail below.
CIRCUIT THEORY ANALYSIS OF RFICs
Prior to the 1980s, most RF design was based on approximate circuit theory. The performance of any electrical circuit can be described in terms of voltage [measured in volts (V)] and current [amperes (A)] at a specified frequency [hertz (Hz)]. For example, a wall outlet might be described as providing 115 V at up to 15 A at 60 Hz. This is true for RF circuits, only the frequency is much higher. For example, the radio signal going to the antenna of your cellphone might be 1 V at 20 mA at 900 MHz. This is a different voltage, different current, and different frequency, but basically the same idea.
The interplay between voltage and current (assuming a single fixed frequency) are mathematically described in terms of Ohm's law, Kirchhoff 's current law, and Kirchhoff 's voltage law. We won't detail these laws here, other than to point out that they are easily implemented in a computer. This was done just as soon as computers started to become widely available in the 1970s.
With the combination of computers and circuit theory, RF designers could quickly analyze their proposed designs consisting of inductors, capacitors, resistors, and transistors. This worked well, up to a point. At higher frequencies, the inductor was no longer just an inductor. Capacitance and resistance become important as well. In addition, there might be unwanted coupling between two different inductors. All this was not too much of a problem, because the designers could build their circuit, then tweak the design with a soldering iron, screwdriver, and pliers to achieve the desired performance.
Then, in the 1980s, circuits started getting smaller. Si and GaAs RFICs generated substantial interest. In the 1990s LTCC (with a dozen or more layers in one tiny ceramic block) saw development. As things became smaller and packed more closely together, tweaking a circuit simply was not possible. Effects that circuit theory did not include, such as stray coupling, became important. When a design did not work the first time, it was a complete refabrication. Designers could not wait years for the completion of multiple redesign-refabricate iterations.
ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS
In the 1980s, with the introduction of the IBM PC, serious computer power became available on the desktop at reasonable cost. Although initially starting with a clock rate under 4 MHz, the PC became steadily faster achieving multi-GHz clock rates with the turn of the century. It was the advent of fast inexpensive desktop computing that allowed the next step in RFIC design to take place.
Clearly, something more precise than circuit theory with its volts and amperes was required. This turned out to be electromagnetics, which describes circuits in terms of electric field and magnetic field. We are all familiar with the static (i.e., unchanging) electric field surrounding the head of a longhaired youngster touching a Van de Graph generator. We are also familiar with the static magnetic field surrounding a bar magnet.
The interplay between electric field and magnetic field is governed by Maxwell's equations. For a description of Maxwell's equations appropriate for the college-bound high school senior, see Ref. 1 . Maxwell's equations deal with more than just static electric and magnetic fields. They completely describe how changing (i.e., dynamic) electric and magnetic fields behave. For a quick explanation, Maxwell's equations state that a changing electric field generates a magnetic field. It also works in reverse; a changing magnetic field generates an electric field.
Remember that cellphone transmitting a signal at 900 MHz? Its signal, which consists of changing electric and magnetic fields interwoven together and each completely dependent on the other for their existence, changes direction and then back again 900 million times a second. How they do this and what happens as a result is completely covered by Maxwell's equations.
The mathematical details are discussed later in this article; and while the top-level concepts are relatively simple, the detailed math is complicated. To appreciate the complexity, note that both the electric and magnetic fields are vector fields. In other words, any computer analysis must determine both the direction and magnitude for both electric and magnetic fields everywhere in the circuit being analyzed. This is not a trivial problem.
Additionally, if the analysis is for a specific frequency (i.e., a frequency-domain analysis), the phase of each field at each point in the circuit must be determined. In an alternative approach, the EM analysis generates signals at all frequencies simultaneously. This is EM analysis in the time domain, and now the magnitudes and directions of both fields must be determined as a function of time everywhere in the circuit.
Volume Meshing EM Analysis
There is tremendous complexity within Maxwell's equations. This means that there is also a huge diversity in methods of solution. Four general approaches have seen wide application in high-frequency design. All the approaches rely on meshing the high-frequency circuit into many small subsections. Maxwell's equations are then applied to find the electric and magnetic fields for each subsection in the entire mesh.
The most general class of techniques relies on meshing the entire volume of the problem. The approach called ''finite elements'' meshes the entire volume into small tetrahedral cells. A technique known as finite-difference time domain (FDTD), or a related technique known as finite integration technique (FIT), meshes the entire volume into tiny rectangular cells. For both techniques, when a more accurate solution is required; simply use more and smaller cells or tetrahedra.
Of course, a finer mesh means the analysis time increases. As with all EM analyses, analysis time can easily exceed tens of hours. The analysis time is strongly related to the number of cells or subsections. Thus, there is a practical upper limit on the complexity of the circuit that can be analyzed using electromagnetics. Where this upper limit occurs depends on the specific EM analysis used and the type of circuit being analyzed.
The different EM analysis techniques all have their relative advantages and disadvantages. This is important to understand as using an EM analysis on an inappropriate type of problem can result in analysis times 10-1000 times longer, if indeed the problem can be done at all.
Volume meshers are ideal for 3D arbitrary structures that can have any shape and structure whatsoever. A classic example is a cellphone held close to a human head (Fig. 5) .
A disadvantage of meshing a problem using tetrahedra is that linear current flow is not well represented. This is easily seen by viewing a finite-element current distribution. The current distribution can lack the smoothness that is characteristic of a true current distribution. In addition, the high current that is naturally present at any sharp metal edges can be indistinct, if present at all.
Fortunately, the response of a circuit is not strongly dependent on the exact current distribution. Thus, useful data can easily result even if the current distribution is not exactly calculated. However, an extremely high accuracy solution might be elusive.
The finite-element method works in the frequency domain. In other words, the analysis assumes that there is a signal at only one specific frequency at any one time. In order to obtain data at 100 frequencies, 100 analyses must be performed. There are interpolation approaches that can provide a spectrally rich dataset after completing a full analysis at fewer frequencies as discussed below.
FDTD and FIT are time-domain approaches that assume that all frequencies are present in the circuit at the same time. This is done by exciting the circuit with an impulse (actually a narrow Gaussian pulse, to avoid numerical problems). The impulse contains energy at all frequencies, and the circuit response is analyzed as a function of time. After the time impulse response is calculated, it is transformed to the frequency domain. In this way, a spectrally rich dataset is generated at all frequencies present in the original impulse input without need for interpolation.
The advantage of a time-domain analysis is that the circuit response at all frequencies is determined in a single analysis. The disadvantage is that the analysis can handle an impulse input on only one port (i.e., input or output terminal/connector) at a time. Thus, in order to completely characterize a circuit with, say, 15 ports, 15 complete time-domain analyses are required. The finiteelement approach also suffers from this same problem.
While both finite-element and the time-domain analyses can, and are, used for planar circuit analysis, they are usually much slower than tools specifically designed for planar analysis. Thus, volume meshing tools should typically be used for planar circuits only when a specialized planar tool is not available, or if there is an important nonplanar aspect to the circuit. In addition, the volume meshing tools can be used to double-check the results of a planar tool, assuming that the circuit is not too complicated.
Surface Meshing EM Analysis
Silicon and GaAs RFICs, and LTCC circuits are all planar circuits. In general, use of a volume meshing tool to analyze these, and other planar circuits, is inappropriate. Both faster analysis times and higher accuracy are realized by using EM tools made specifically for planar circuits. Such tools take advantage of the fact that these kinds of circuits are mostly planar (with short vias connecting circuit on different layers) and embedded in layered dielectric. In addition, each layer of dielectric must be uniform within itself, with the possible exception of very small volumes (e.g., a small hole in a layer of dielectric). These specializations allow these tools to subsection only the surface of the metal in the circuit. This is far more efficient and accurate than subsectioning the entire volume of a planar circuit.
There are two basic kinds of surface meshing planar EM tools: (1) those intended for unshielded circuit analysis and (2) those used for shielded circuit analysis (i.e., a circuit contained in a conducting box). In both cases, the circuit metal (and only the circuit metal) is meshed into a set of small subsections. As with the volume meshers, smaller subsections mean higher accuracy, but at the cost of increased analysis time. And also as with the volume meshers, at some point the number of subsections increases the analysis time to tens of hours, setting an upper limit to the level of circuit complexity that can be analyzed. Exactly where this upper level is can vary widely depending on the type of circuit and specific tool Figure 5 . Volume meshing tools excel for 3D arbitrary geometries. Problems of critical importance can be solved easily. being used. No single tool is superior for all planar circuits.
Both types of surface meshing approaches first calculate the coupling between every possible pair of subsections, namely, put current on one subsection and calculate the voltage induced in another subsection. If there are 100 subsections, then the calculated pairwise coupling is stored in a 100 Â 100 matrix. The analysis then inverts the 100 Â 100 matrix to yield the current distribution and total circuit response. Since this is a frequency-domain analysis, this process must be repeated at each frequency of interest. The principal difference between unshielded and shielded analysis is the means by which they calculate the coupling between subsections. Unshielded EM analysis calculates the subsection-to-subsection coupling by means of numerical integration. For shielded analysis, the coupling is calculated by using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Each approach has advantages and disadvantages.
The advantage of the unshielded/numerical integration approach is that the subsections can be of any shape, size, or orientation (e.g., triangle or rectangle, or even polygon). This is because the numerical integration takes place over the area of the subsection. Since numerical integration is easily performed over any desired area, any desired size subsection can be used. The disadvantage of the unshielded analysis is that the numerical integration introduces numerical integration error. Special care must be taken to avoid numerical integration error in the vicinity of poles, which result from surface waves present in unbounded media. Depending on the specific circuit, design requirements, mesh, and frequency of analysis, the numerical integration error may or may not be important. Fortunately, this is typically of concern only when high accuracy is required.
Shielded analyses use a 2D FFT (fast Fourier transform) to calculate the coupling. Recall that in digital signal processing, a time signal must first be uniformly timesampled prior to using the FFT. The same is true with FFT-based EM analysis, except that the planar surface of the circuit substrate is first uniformly space-sampled in two dimensions. This means that the shielded/FFT based analysis starts with a fine uniform underlying FFT mesh. The FFT mesh can easily be 1024 Â 1024 cells, so the individual cell size can be about the same size as a pixel on a computer screen. Nevertheless, the principal disadvantage of shielded/FFT analysis is that, like a picture on a computer screen, the circuit outline is first pixilated so that its edges follow the fine FFT mesh.
The FFT also brings the shielded analysis its principal advantage. Because there is no numerical integration, there is no numerical integration error. The coupling between each pair of subsections is calculated to full numerical precision. Thus, the accuracy and dynamic range of shielded/FFT EM analysis is the highest that can be obtained. The accuracy of shielded EM analysis is quantitatively explored below.
Generally, if high accuracy or the effect of a shielding box might be important, a shielded/FFT analysis should be used. If accuracy is not of the highest importance or the effect of shielding sidewalls cannot be allowed, then an unshielded analysis can be used. There are additional considerations in selecting the appropriate analysis technique for a given problem, too numerous to discuss here. Ideally, a high-frequency planar circuit designer will have access to both shielded and unshielded tools and will be able to use each as appropriate. The tradeoff between the two is very much like the tradeoff between analog cellphones (unshielded/numerical integration) and digital cellphones (shielded/FFT). Many of the same issues arise.
COMPANION MODELING
The usual EM-based high-frequency design flow is 1. Design the circuit using circuit theory, optimize to meet all requirements. 2. Lay out the circuit. 3. Analyze the circuit using EM. 4 . If the circuit meets requirements, build the circuit. 5. Otherwise, change (i.e., ''tweak'') the layout in hopes of improving performance. 6. Return to step 3 and see if the changes worked.
This design process can be performed manually, or with the use of automated optimization algorithms. Automated optimization algorithms that drive an EM analysis should be used only if the design already yields nearly the desired response due to the typically long time required for highaccuracy EM analysis. This design flow represents a huge advance over that of the 1980s, when a fabrication rather than EM analysis, was used in step 3. This greatly increased the time and expense to design completion.
A modification of the abovementioned approach, called ''companion modeling'' [2] , can substantially further reduce the time and expense. This process adds structure to the tweaking step, step 5, in the design flow: 5a. Determine a mapping between the critical parameters of the circuit theory model and the layout. For example, associate the length of a transmission line in the circuit theory model with a specific dimension in the layout. This process is called ''space mapping'' [3] . 5b. Optimize the circuit theory model to match the EM analysis results. 5c. Note the changes in the critical parameters of the circuit theory model. Reverse those changes in the layout. For example, if the optimized circuit theory transmission line became 10 mm shorter, then lengthen that transmission line (in the layout) by 10 mm.
Step 5b is counterintuitive. The circuit theory result meets all requirements. The initial EM analysis does not. So the high-frequency designer instinctively wants to optimize the layout (using EM analysis) to match the circuit theory. The problem is that any EM-based optimization is very slow. Unless the result is close, this will be a long and possibly never-ending process. Instead, step 5b optimizes the desired circuit theory result to match the not-so-good EM result. Now the optimization loop uses the much faster circuit theory. With proper selection of critical parameters, an answer is obtained quickly. Then proceeding to step 5c, if a decrease of 10 mm in a transmission-line length changes the good circuit theory response so as to match the not-so-good EM result, we reason that an increase of 10 mm should make the not-so-good EM result nearly match the desired circuit theory response. Just reverse the changes, and the layout can be quickly tweaked into the desired response. The entire loop usually needs to be performed only 2 or 3 times before it is exited at step 4. Although companion modeling (a special case of a general technique known as space mapping) is not presently widely known, the power of this approach means that it is likely to become, in some form, the primary design flow approach for EM-based high-frequency design.
DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER ANALYSIS STRATEGY
No matter what approach is used to solve a problem, for some problem size, the time required becomes too large to obtain a solution in a reasonable length of time. This can happen easily when using EM analysis tools. Analysis times of days or even weeks can be easily seen. Problems that are too large for computer memory or take too long to analyze still need a solution of some kind.
Divide-and-conquer strategies are useful in many of these situations. Figure 6 shows a typical parallel-coupled line bandpass filter. While this filter is still easily analyzed as one complete filter, it serves to illustrate the divide-andconquer strategy.
This filter is divided into eight subcircuits. Now, rather than analyzing the entire filter at once, each of the eight subcircuits is analyzed separately. Because the EM analysis time is typically proportional to the number of subsections cubed, performing eight small analyses is much faster than performing one large analysis.
After the eight subcircuits are analyzed, they are all connected together by circuit theory nodal analysis and the S parameters of the two-port filter result. In modern EM analysis software, this entire process is automatic once the user has specified the circuit subdivisions. A disadvantage of this approach is that coupling between the different sections is not included. Such coupling occurs only between line segments that are not perpendicular to the dividing line. Thus, one should not specify any horizontal circuit dividing lines for this particular circuit as such lines are parallel to the filter's coupled lines. The coupling between resonators is critical to the filter performance and must be included. Thus, all dividing lines in this filter are perpendicular to the coupled lines of the filter.
With the circuit divided as shown, coupling between nonadjacent resonators is not included. If such coupling is important, as is the case with elliptic function filters, then this approach should not be used in a manner that causes such coupling to be eliminated from the analysis.
Extremely precise de-embedding of tightly coupled ports is required for success of this approach, as described in Section 11. If there is any port discontinuity left in any of the subcircuit ports, that remaining port discontinuity is inserted in the center of the resonators of the complete circuit. This disrupts the filter response.
Manual modification of the automatically generated netlist (which is used by circuit theory to connect all eight subcircuits together) allows an even faster analysis. Note that subcircuit S 8 is identical to subcircuit S 1 (with a rotation). Thus, switching subcircuit S 8 references to subcircuit S 1 with appropriate attention to node numbering can eliminate all references in the netlist to subcircuit S 8 .
By noting other symmetries, only four of the eight subcircuits need to be analyzed electromagnetically. This modification further cuts the analysis time by half. Measured, and calculated results are shown in Fig. 7 .
ERROR EVALUATION
Accuracy is the primary reason in using EM analysis. If accuracy is not an issue, then the high-frequency designer should use circuit theory, which is much faster. Accuracy directly impacts whether success on first fabrication is achieved. Because of the critical importance of success on first fabrication, the issue of accuracy cannot be left to chance. All handwaving, subjective, nonquantitative claims of ''high accuracy'' should be ignored if such statements are made in the absence of hard quantitative data.
Because EM analysis always has some degree of error, success on first fabrication cannot be guaranteed. In a complicated circuit, there are many sources of error. Often s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 1 2 Figure 6 . A parallel-coupled line bandpass filter is divided into eight smaller sections for much more rapid analysis.
these errors average out, so there is no problem. However, sometimes the errors add together in the same direction, sometimes by chance, and sometimes causally. When the errors add together, the result is a design failure. There is always a risk of failure. The successful high-frequency designer works aggressively to minimize that risk. In that way, rather than getting, say, 5 out of 10 designs to succeed on first fabrication, the knowledgeable designer sees 9 out of 10 designs succeed. The competitive advantage is substantial. An attitude sometimes seen among high-frequency designers is that several percent error is not a problem. This can be true, depending on the circuit and on the requirements. Several percent error in the transmissionline characteristic impedance for a branchline coupler is not likely to be a problem. Several percent error in the velocity of propagation for a 5% bandwidth filter will require at least one additional fabrication. The informed designer will know when to, and when not to strive to realize absolute minimum analysis error.
A widely held, and usually untested, belief is that as long as the subsection size is small with respect to the wavelength, then EM analysis error is small. This is incorrect. In fact, subsection size must be small with respect to how rapidly (as a function of position) the current distribution changes. Thus, as described below, subsection width must be small with respect to linewidth in addition to being small with respect to wavelength. Specific quantitative knowledge of EM analysis error is critical to the design engineer's success.
The most common approach to accuracy validation involves the widespread ''good agreement between measured and calculated'' (GABMAC) plot, examples of which are shown in Figs. 3 and 7. While certainly important as a final reality check, the GABMAC plot is of little value for quantitative determination of analysis error as differences can be additionally due to measurement and fabrication error. Determining the magnitude of the analysis error by itself in such tests is nearly impossible.
Each of the following tests are easily performed on any EM analysis. Intended to supplement, not replace, the usual GABMAC test, these tests use simple circuits that are easily analyzed on any EM tool and allow precise quantitative evaluation of analysis error.
The Stripline Standard
Exact theoretical solutions are known for a small set of planar problems. Such problems allow the precise evaluation of analysis error. Any and all differences between calculated data and the exact answer is analysis error.
Stripline is one such problem that has an exact solution and has been used to precisely evaluate the error of EM analysis [4] . For example, as applied to a shielded planar EM analysis, the following empirically determined upper bounds are found for analysis error Figure 8 shows a performance plot where analysis error is plotted versus analysis time on a 3-GHz Pentium. For each data point, N W is doubled. N L is held constant at 1024 cells per wavelength. N W is taken up to 1024, and although larger values can be evaluated, a larger value of N L would be required in order to continue to see convergence. Even as it is, the error convergence starts to slow down for large N W . It is important to note that the convergence to the exact correct answer is smooth, the error decreasing by about half each time N W is doubled.
When the convergence is smooth, Richardson extrapolation [5, 6] can be used to arrive at a nearly exact answer based on two lower accuracy results. For this dataset, Richardson extrapolation converges to 0.002% error, one order of magnitude better. Note that this performance plot can be viewed as a lower bound (i.e., best possible speed/ accuracy performance) for a given EM analysis. Most practical circuits are more complicated. If one were able to generate a performance plot for a more complicated circuit, the analysis time would be longer, moving the performance curve to the right. In addition, there would be more sources of error, thus moving the performance curve up. Thus the stripline standard performance plot represents a kind of starting line for the race to analyze a circuit both as quickly and as accurately as possible.
For metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors [7] , common on RFICs, the following upper bounds are also nearly met in equality over most of their range:
where e ¼ percent capacitance error N A ¼ number of cells among capacitor length N B ¼ number of cells across capacitor length These equations may be used to evaluate and simply subtract the error from a single EM analysis of an MIM capacitor. In fact, the analysis error of the MIM capacitor is so well behaved that an EM analysis can be used to directly determine the amount of capacitance due to fringing field, usually a very small amount.
The Zero-Length Coupled Line
Another approach is to use a coupled pair of microstrip lines. There is no exact solution for such a structure; however, there is a degenerate case that is of interest for error evaluation: the zero-length coupled line.
No EM analysis can analyze a zero-length coupled line directly. Rather, they must analyze a finite length of line and then de-embed to zero length. The exact answer is simply that all reflection coefficients and all coupled transmission coefficients must be zero, or ÀN dB. Because all EM analyses have error, something other than ÀN dB results. This result is the noise floor of the analysis. Figure 9 shows that the noise floor for a shielded planar analysis is around À130 dB. Generally analysis results should not be trusted down to any more than 20 dB above the noise floor. The noise floor for this specific EM analysis has been found to range between À100 and À180 dB, depending on the circuit and mesh size used.
The Thick Stripline Benchmark
Another benchmark is thick stripline [8] . The characteristic impedance is known for the selected geometry ( Fig. 10) to better than 70.0006%. This upper bound on the error is estimated by using the thick stripline equations for the line of Fig. 10 , except that the thickness set to zero. That answer is then compared with the known exact solution for zero-thickness stripline. It is at zero thickness that the thick stripline equations have maximum error; thus the difference at zero thickness is an upper bound on the thick stripline equation error when using nonzero thickness. In addition, when the zero-thickness result is compared to the result with thickness, as in Fig. 10 , it is found that the characteristic impedance changes by 25% between the two cases.
Thus, we have a structure whose correct answer is known very precisely and that is also strongly dependent on the parameter of interest: thickness. This is ideal for a benchmark. Thickness is modeled in a planar analysis with multiple sheets [9] . As the number of sheets increase, and as N W increases, the result should converge to the exact answer, as seen in Fig. 11 . Note once more that the smooth convergence, with the error decreasing by about half each time, allows a Richardson extrapolation [5, 6] to provide a nearly exact answer.
The error convergence has been shown to be good for this specific shielded EM analysis; a similar convergence test can be performed to quantify the expected error due to thickness for an actual design situation. In practice, it has been found that multisheet models for thickness are needed when either the width of the line, or the gap between lines, is on the order of or less than the thickness of the lines. In some RFIC situations, this can be common.
Extreme cases of thickness are becoming common as decreasing loss becomes important in RFIC design. For example, a 6 mm metal thickness combined with a 2 mm gap between lines would require perhaps half a dozen sheets for accurate analysis at high frequency. In this case, it is possible to simulate coupling between such closely spaced thick lines by using the two-sheet model and modifying the permittivity and permeability of nearby dielectric to compensate for the coupling that is otherwise underestimated by the two-sheet model.
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERPOLATION
When using a frequency-domain analysis, which includes all the planar approaches described above, a complete analysis must be performed at each frequency. If data at 100 frequencies are required, then 100 complete analyses must be performed.
In order to reduce the number of analyses required, interpolation can be used. Substantial work in this area has been accomplished since the mid-1990s, with spectacular results. A recent (at time of writing) publication in this area, including an extensive bibliography, is Ref. 10 . Here, we briefly describe only a simple approach to give an idea of what can be done.
Linear Interpolation
In high school, we are introduced to linear interpolation, where we are given two data points: (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x 1 , y 1 ). We then calculate the coefficients a and b of the equation
that passes through the two points. We can then perform an interpolation by using this equation to calculate y for all desired values of x. While simple algebra is all that is required, the solution of this problem can also be cast in the form of a 2 Â 2 matrix. The solution for a and b is obtained by inverting the matrix. For EM analysis, x is the frequency and y is the calculated data (usually S, Y, or Z parameters), which is complex (real and imaginary, or magnitude and angle).
Cubic Spline Interpolation
At the next level, we have the cubic spline. The process is identical to that above, except that it uses an equation that is a bit more complicated:
Now there are four unknown a coefficients; thus we require four data points and we invert a 4 Â 4 matrix to solve for the four coefficients. Once that task is done, we may evaluate the equation for any and all values of x (frequency) that we desire and realize many data points after having only calculated data at four frequencies.
Padé Rational Polynomial Interpolation
The cubic spline has problems for interpolating highfrequency data. For example, if impedance or admittance is being interpolated, y might need to go to infinity (i.e., a pole). At a given frequency (x), and with finite coefficients, the result of a cubic spline cannot go to infinity. This suggests that we use a ratio of two polynomials, for example
where, we have four unknown coefficients in the numerator (providing for three ''zeros'' in the resulting function and setting the amplitude of y at x ¼ 0) and two unknown coefficients in the denominator (providing for two poles in the resulting function). With a total of six unknowns, we now require six data points. In a manner similar to that seen for the cubic spline, with six data points, we can write six linear equations (by multiplying both sides by the denominator polynomial), resulting in a 6 Â 6 matrix. Solution of the matrix yields the six unknown coefficients. The total number of terms both numerator and denominator must be less than or equal to the total number of data points taken. However, their distribution between numerator and denominator is arbitrary. More recent research has been directed toward finding a distribution that is optimum in some way for a given set of data.
This ratio of two polynomials is known as a Padeŕ ational polynomial. By noting the similarity to the Laplace transform of a lumped circuit, we note that, given a sufficient number of terms, the Padé rational polynomial can exactly represent an arbitrary lumped circuit. However, it cannot exactly represent a distributed circuit. Thus, for high-frequency circuits, the Padé rational polynomial is generally bandlimited. −10 6 7 8 9 Figure 11 . As the number of zero-thickness sheets used to represent this very thick stripline increases, S 11 converges to the exact answer.
Applied Interpolation Issues
As typically applied to EM analysis, at least two analyses are initially performed. This yields two data points. Then several interpolations are formed, either with different numbers of data points, or with a different distribution of coefficients between numerator and denominator. The differences between these different interpolations (all based on the same data) are treated as an estimate of the interpolation error. While the true interpolation error can be as much as 20 dB greater than the estimate, the estimated error does tend to correctly show the frequency at which the true error is highest. The next data point is then taken at this highest error frequency. The iterative algorithm proceeds until the maximum estimated error is below a user-selected threshold. Early application of the Padé rational polynomial to high-frequency EM analysis was limited in bandwidth, dynamic range, and occasional failure to converge. However, more recent results now provide a much more robust implementation. Basically, in addition to the actual highfrequency circuit data at each frequency, the interpolation can also make use of the tremendous amount of information contained within the method-of-moments (MoM) matrix used by the EM analysis, for example, frequency derivative information.
The advanced techniques can easily interpolate over a 1000 Â bandwidth (e.g., from 0.1 to 100 GHz) with analysis at 15-20 frequencies, or over a small bandwidth with analysis at only four or five frequencies, no matter how complex the response (see Fig. 12 ).
Even so, today's interpolation algorithms do still exhibit failure modes of which the informed designer should be aware. In one failure mode, the interpolation fails when an attempt is made to interpolate data that are below the analysis noise floor. The noise floor depends strongly on the specific EM technique, specific circuit, specific meshing, and specific frequency. Observed noise floors range from 40 to over 180 dB down for the different types of planar analyses. Special caution should be exercised whenever interpolation is invoked on data that approach to within 20 dB of the noise floor.
The second failure mode is seen in shielded analysis. Early algorithms could fail with only one box resonance. Modern algorithms are more robust, providing accurate data even with large numbers of box resonances; however, the number of data points required for convergence can be excessive. Thus, even though the resulting data are still accurate, analysis time can become excessive.
CONFORMAL MESHING
As described above, one advantage of the unshielded EM analysis is that the required numerical integration can be performed over any arbitrary subsection as desired. In practice, arbitrary size, shape, and orientation rectangles and triangles are used. More advanced techniques additionally include arbitrary polygons.
Shielded analyses use the FFT to calculate the coupling between subsections. While the FFT provides unsurpassed accuracy and dynamic range, it requires a fine underlying uniform FFT mesh. These tiny FFT mesh cells are joined together into larger rectangular subsections.
In order to increase speed, both shielded and unshielded analyses try to maximize use of large subsections. Large subsections substantially reduce the size of the matrix, thus speeding the analysis. However, large subsections also decrease analysis accuracy, especially when the subsections are so large that the natural high edge current is not allowed to form.
The arbitrary triangles of the unshielded analysis are a distinct advantage in analyzing arbitrary smoothly curving circuits. A few triangles can easily form a piecewise linear representation of a curving edge, especially when the error introduced by ignoring the high edge current is acceptable. However, when high edge current must be included, a large number of narrow rectangular subsections must be inserted on the conductor edges, rapidly increasing the subsection count and analysis time.
Merging the small FFT cells of the shielded analysis can be severely limited by curving geometries. Even the largest rectangular subsections must still be small, thus limiting the reduction in the number of subsections. As a small compensation, the high accuracy yielded by the small subsections is still seen. To alleviate this bottleneck, conformal meshing [11] was developed. The tiny FFT cells are still present, so the accuracy and dynamic range provided by the FFT remains uncompromised. However, instead of merging the cells into larger rectangular subsections, the cells are merged into large subsections that both cover the entire width of a transmission line and curve to follow arbitrary curving edges. In this way, a subsection count reduction of 100 times or more can be achieved. Since matrix solve time increases with the subsection count cubed, a 100 Â reduction in subsection count realizes a 1,000,000 Â faster analysis.
Normally large subsections that cover the entire width of a transmission line result in decreased accuracy because high edge current is not allowed. This is not the case with conformal mesh because the mesh automatically includes the high edge current in the conformal subsections. Thus we simultaneously achieve two seemingly contradictory goals: the fast analysis of a few large subsections and the accurate analysis of many small subsections.
Figures 2-4, presented and discussed above, show a circular 8.25-turn spiral inductor that was analyzed using conformal meshing. No other form of meshing and no other technique of analysis has yet been found to successfully analyze this inductor, including the effect of conductor thickness and high edge current. While one other approach was found to be able to complete an analysis, the result was overwhelmed with numerical noise due to the large problem size. Using conformal meshing, the inductor requires 5 min 9 s per frequency on a 3-GHz Pentium. Six frequencies were analyzed and interpolated to provide the plotted data. Figure 13 shows a four-way power splitter analyzed using conformal meshing. Note that the high edge current is well represented, even though the analysis required only 19 s per frequency on a 3-GHz Pentium.
Conformal meshing marks a major advance in the size of problem for which numerical EM analysis can achieve fast and accurate results.
SHIELDED ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS THEORY
Because of the complexity of Maxwell's equations, there are innumerable methods of solution, each approach having advantages and disadvantages for a given type of problem. In this section, we describe one approach to the analysis of planar circuits in a shielded environment using the method of moments [12] . This particular solution is detailed in Refs. 13 and 14.
For the geometry of Fig. 14, we can treat the perfectly conducting sidewalls as a rectangular waveguide propagating in the z direction. The rectangular waveguide TE (transverse electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) modes in each dielectric region form a complete orthogonal basis for any source-free field. We sum all the TE and TM modes (over the composite summation index i) in each region so as to match tangential electric fields at the interface between the two regions (z ¼ h) 
The modal admittances are those of the standing-wave modes, which differ from the more usual traveling-wave modes by the imaginary factor j. The amplitude of the ith mode (V i ) is determined as described below.
Note that the equations above, and this entire approach, maintain full validity for any degree of lossy or conductive substrates. The only change required is that the characteristic impedances and wavenumbers presented above become complex.
Calculating the Coupling between Subsections
The central problem is to determine the voltage on one subsection (the ''field'' subsection) caused by current on another subsection (the ''source'' subsection). It is this pairwise coupling that fills the moment matrix for every possible source-field pair of subsections.
In order to proceed, we must first assume a specific current distribution for the source subsection. We use the ''rooftop'' current distribution [15] (Fig. 15) . In Fig. 15 , the height indicates the current density over the rectangular area of the subsection. Several rooftops are overlapped to yield a piecewise linear approximation to the current in the direction of current flow (Fig. 16 ). Rooftops are placed side by side to yield a stepwise approximation to the actual current distribution in the direction transverse to current flow.
A given area must be subsectioned twice, once for x-directed current and a second time for y-directed current. Figure 17 shows how the x-and y-directed subsections overlap. Note that the centers of the x-directed and y-directed rooftops must be offset. This offset is required in order to allow current to flow from one rooftop to the next. We now evaluate the V i so that the discontinuity in tangential H field at z ¼ h equals the rooftop current at the source subsection. With J s representing the rooftop current distribution centered on the source subsection at (x 0 ,y 0 ), we have
Note that Z i is just the impedance of the topcover and ground plane transformed by the intervening rectangular waveguide to the surface of the substrate (at z ¼ h) and connected in parallel. Extension of this technique to multiple layers requires only the modification of Z i . When the full forms of the vector fields J s and e i are inserted above, the expression for V i becomes complicated; however, it is simply the sine and cosine integrals. Analytic evaluation of the integrals is tedious but straightforward. The V i are then used in Eqs. (7)- (10) to determine the tangential electric fields everywhere due to the subsection current distribution J s .
Within the framework of the method of moments, the J s (one for each subsection) represent ''basis'' or ''expansion'' functions. The total current on a circuit is a sum of all the J s . To complete the method of moments, we must select ''testing'' functions. Here, we choose a Galerkin technique, in that the testing functions are the same as the basis functions. Now, given a specific source subsection with current J s impressed on it, we calculate the voltage on a specific field subsection by multiplying the tangential electric field by a rooftop testing function centered on the field subsection and integrating over the area of the field subsection. This integration is of the same form as Eq. (11). It is once more a tedious but straightforward sine and cosine integration that is performed analytically. 
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Solving the Moment Matrix
The process described above is repeated for every possible pair of source-field subsections. For N subsections, this fills an N Â N impedance matrix, Z. The amplitude of the current density on each subsection is stored in the N Â 1 vector J and the total voltage on each subsection is stored in the N Â 1 vector V. The resulting matrix equation is
Typically most of the numerical effort is in inverting the Z matrix. This operation is of order N 3 . Values of N up to 30,000 can now be solved in about an hour on a 3-GHz Pentium. Prior to solving the matrix, we designate a few subsections as ''port'' subsections. Port subsections are subsections to which we plan to make outside circuit connections. After the matrix is solved, we have
In order to meet the boundary condition of zero voltage on a conductor, we set the voltage on all nonport subsections to zero. Once we do that, we see that we don't even need to solve for most of the Y matrix. If solving the matrix with LU (lower/upper) decomposition, we still must do the full decomposition. However, nearly the entire back solve step is no longer needed. With the nonport subsection voltages set to zero, we only need the portions of the Y matrix that deal exclusively with port subsections. If there are two port subsections, the result is a 2 Â 2 matrix. After converting current density J to current, and possibly changing signs (when circuit theory positively directed current is of direction opposite that of EM analysis positively directed current), this is actually the Y matrix of the circuit and is the solution to the problem.
If the current distribution is required, additional back solve effort is applied, yielding a larger portion of the Y matrix. For example, if there are N total subsections and two of these subsections represent ports, we need either a 2 Â N or a N Â 2 portion of the Y matrix. Then we use Eq. (14) to calculate J for any possible port excitations.
Application of the Fast Fourier Transform
The summation of Eqs. (7)- (10) over i is actually a twodimensional summation over rectangular waveguide mode numbers m and n for all TE and TM rectangular waveguide modes. Performing this summation repeatedly is very slow. It is performed more efficiently by making a simple trigonometric modification.
Simplifying to one dimension for illustrative purposes, one form of the required summation for a source subsection located at x 0 and a field subsection located at x 1 is
For the complete summation, the summation index m goes to infinity. However, if x 0 and x 1 are restricted to integers in the range from 0 to M and we take advantage of the periodicity of the trigonometric functions, the entire summation may be performed over the indicated summation range by appropriate modification of the C m . This summation is starting to look like a Fourier cosine series, except for one problem. We have the product of two cosines, instead of one. This is easily remedied by rewriting the summation as the sum of two summations:
Both summations are now a cosine series easily and rapidly summed by specialized FFT (fast Fourier transform) algorithms. In fact a single FFT cosine transform provides results for all possible values of x 0 þ x 1 and x 0 À x 1 after taking into account the periodicity in M.
Improving Speed and Memory Requirements
For the actual two-dimensional summation (over all TE and TM waveguide mode numbers m and n), the 2D cosine transform is performed using a 2D FFT specialized for the cosine transform. Because the C m depend on both the basis and testing functions, an additional 2D transform is required each time a different type of source or field subsection is used. For a single layer, typically three 2D FFTs are required, one each for x/x, y/y, and x/y coupling. Depending on the specific basis and testing functions, a sine transform may be required instead. Multiple layers are accommodated by modification of Eq. (12) . The modification is such that both extremely thin and extremely thick layers have no impact on accuracy or analysis time. This also changes the C m in the summation above, so the FFTs must be repeated once more. This approach, when completely including all coupling between all layers, easily accommodates up to several hundred layers.
As mentioned above, all metal must be subsectioned twice, once for x-directed current, and a second time for y-directed current. Further, the center of all x-directed rooftops are offset with respect to the centers of the y-directed subsections. This offset is realized by restricting subsection center coordinates to either even or odd values. This means that the 2D FFTs need be performed for only half of the values of (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x 1 , y 1 ). With further specialized modification, the size of the required FFTs is cut by half in both dimensions, resulting in a 4 Â speed increase.
Different basis and testing functions require only the modification of V i in Eqs. (7)- (10) . Other basis functions that have been implemented in shielded analysis include vias (for conducting current vertically through layers), and triangles [16] . Triangles are used to fill in the staircase that would otherwise exist when meshing with rectangular subsections. However, when comparing analysis results with and without the use of triangles, they are found to provide an advantage only when the transmission line is one or two rectangular subsections wide. If there is symmetry along one centerline axis in the circuit, the FFTs need to include only half of the m or n modes, resulting in a further doubling of the FFT speed.
Unshielded analysis must also calculate coupling between subsections. In this case, it is worthwhile to store certain intermediate results that depend only on the dielectric geometry. In shielded analysis, the corresponding results are always calculated when needed. This is because the FFT-based calculation of these results is so fast that storing them for later use would actually slow down the analysis. Matrix storage reduction is also possible. The most significant reduction is realized by noting that the Z matrix is symmetric. It is relatively simple to organize LU decomposition so that storage is required for only half the matrix, cutting memory requirements by half.
Provided extremely low-frequency data are not required, all calculations can be performed in single precision, cutting storage requirements by half again. For both single and double precision, careful attention to avoiding loss of precision when dividing by the pivot element is critical. If there is potential loss of precision, then rows and columns must be pivoted. Rigorous testing for potential matrix solve problems requires running literally thousands of cases. Checking for success in only a few cases is certain to leave hidden problems.
Intel architecture computers utilize a specialized FPU (floating-point unit) that performs all calculations using 80 bits of precision. One way to minimize numerical precision problems is to leave the result of continuing calculations (e.g., dot products) and critical numbers (e.g., the pivot element) in the FPU, thus avoiding the precision loss caused by repeated truncation to single or double precision.
DE-EMBEDDING ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA
Whether derived from electromagnetic analysis or from measurement, high-frequency data must be properly ''deembedded'' if accurate results are to be obtained. In the early days of high-frequency measurement, slotted-line techniques were used. With these approaches, a standing wave is measured on a length of transmission line (e.g., rectangular waveguide). Then, with knowledge of the transmission-line characteristic impedance, the standing-wave measurements can be converted into S-parameter data.
De-embedding approaches analogous to slotted-line measurements are in use today in planar EM analyses, primarily in unshielded environment analyses. While easily implemented, such slotted-line techniques are compromised by the necessity to independently determine the transmission line characteristic impedance. This is usually done by a separate 2D cross-sectional EM analysis. Two additional sources of error are thus introduced: (1) error inherent in the cross-sectional EM analysis and (2) error due to the determination of the characteristic impedance.
This second source of error is due to the fact that the characteristic impedance must be determined from linear functionals of the cross-sectional fields. For example, voltage is determined by selecting a path from the line to ground and integrating the electric field over that path. While unique for lossless homogeneous media, results can range over 20% or more for typical inhomogeneous microstrip media, depending on which circuit parameters (power, current, or voltage) are calculated and which path integrals are taken. This uncertainty in the ''correct'' value of characteristic impedance translates directly into error in the final result.
Modern De-embedding Algorithms
For modern high-frequency measurements, a device under test (DUT) is placed in a test fixture. The test fixture is typically microstrip for connections to the DUT, and either coax or ground-signal-ground (GSG) probepads for connection to the measurement equipment. In order to characterize and remove the effect of the test fixture, a series of known standards are inserted at the location of the DUT and measured. Typical standards might include a short (circuit), open (circuit), load, and through. However, both slotted-line and many modern de-embedding approaches suffer from the fact that characteristic impedance must be independently determined. This is because these approaches cannot directly measure voltage at any point in the circuit.
In contrast, shielded EM analyses can determine both the voltage and current directly and unambiguously at ports. The shielded analyses use infinitesimal gap voltage sources at the edge of the substrate; a side view is shown in Fig. 18 . Because the gap source is immediately adjacent to a perfect ground reference (the sidewall), the voltage is unique and precisely determined. With both port current and voltage known uniquely and unambiguously, the port input impedance is known as well.
De-embedding the Port Discontinuity
The problem with box sidewall ports is that the port input impedance also includes fringing fields excited by the port. The port fringing fields can be viewed as a port discontinuity including both series inductance and shunt capacitance. When loss is present, resistance and conductance may additionally be part of the port discontinuity. Now, the de-embedding problem becomes characterization of the port discontinuity.
− + V Figure 18 . The shielded electromagnetic analysis uses an infinitesimal gap voltage source to excite the circuit, shown here from the side.
For the most straightforward de-embedding approach, the port discontinuity is specialized to pure shunt admittance. This is realized in the EM analysis by forcing uniform voltage along the length of the gap. This disallows transverse current at the port, effectively short-circuiting out any series port inductance. That this assumption is correct is tested as part of the de-embedding process, as described below.
The de-embedding procedure [17] first analyzes two standards, an L length through and a 2L length through. A schematic of the L length through including port discontinuities is shown in Fig. 19 . Alternatively, only a single 2L length through with an internal port at L from each box wall port may be analyzed. The data for the L length through is then obtained by exciting the 2L length box wall ports in an odd mode to determine Y parameters of the L length through.
To characterize the port discontinuity, first convert the data for the L and 2L length throughs to ABCD cascading parameters. Then invert the ABCD parameters for the 2L length through and pre-and postmultiply the result by the ABCD parameters for the L length through. This leaves only a cascade of the port discontinuity with itself; this is called the double-port discontinuity.
If the 2L line includes a third internal port, as mentioned above, then data for a single-port discontinuity can be uniquely determined [18] . However, if the port discontinuity is specialized to a pure shunt admittance, then the single-port discontinuity can be determined only on the basis of the L and 2L length ABCD parameters.
If the port discontinuity is a pure shunt admittance, then A ¼ D ¼ 1.0 and B ¼ 0.0. This leaves the C (of the ABCD parameters) equal to the double-port discontinuity shunt admittance. The single-port discontinuity is determined by simply dividing C by 2.
If these conditions on A, B, and D are not met, then either the port discontinuity is not a pure shunt admittance, or another failure mode (discussed later) has occurred. If the more general technique described in Ref. 18 is used, then this self-consistency check is not possible and de-embedding failure will not be detected until it is realized that the analysis calculated incorrect results; however, a general port discontinuity can be characterized.
Once the port discontinuity has been characterized, the DUT data are de-embedded by inverting the single-port discontinuity ABCD matrix and pre-and postmultiplying the DUT ABCD data.
This de-embedding approach is valid for both lossless and lossy situations, including metal loss, dielectric loss, and-under the restrictions noted below-radiation loss.
Determination of Characteristic Impedance
This de-embedding approach has absolutely no need for knowledge of the characteristic impedance of the transmission lines, as it deals directly only with the terminal (port) voltages and currents. However, additional information can be obtained by de-embedding the ABCD parameters (in the same way the DUT was de-embedded) of the L length through. Then, by noting the ABCD parameters for an ideal TEM through line of length L 
we can then determine [19] the ''TEM equivalent'' characteristic impedance Z 0 and wavenumber b of the L length line by equating (17) with the calculated ABCD parameters of the L length through. We emphasize that this determination of the characteristic impedance is not required in any way for the actual de-embedding process itself.
Once the de-embedded ABCD parameters of the L length through have been obtained, they can be used (by inverting them and then pre-or postmultiplying (as desired) the DUT ABCD parameters) to shift the reference plane of the DUT data into the box. This is sometimes done to remove the port connecting transmission lines.
De-embedding Failure Mechanisms
This de-embedding approach fails if the through standards allow propagation of more than one transmissionline mode. This is easily detected in the double-port discontinuity data as A, B, and D are different from the values stated above. In addition, the L length line must be long enough that the port fringing fields on each end do not interact with each other. A length of at least one substrate thickness, and preferably two, is usually all that is required. If this condition is not met, then once more, A, B, and D are different from the above-stated values.
An additional failure mechanism is sometimes exhibited when radiation is allowed. Shielded analyses approximate radiation by making the topcover resistive, usually 377 O per square. The box conducting sidewalls form a rectangular waveguide. The topcover must be positioned far enough above the DUT that it is not involved in fringing fields (i.e., near field) of the DUT. Placing the topcover above the DUT by about the size of the DUT is usually sufficient.
A radiation related de-embedding failure mode is seen when the sidewalls of the box containing the L length through form a cutoff rectangular waveguide but the sidewalls of the 2L length through form a propagating waveguide. Thus, the L length through does not see radiation loss, but the 2L length through does. The error introduced is typically small because the radiation loss for a simple through line is typically small. However, careful 1 2 L Figure 19 . The L length through line shown schematically includes the port discontinuities, shown here as pure shunt capacitance. The 2L length through has the same port discontinuity and twice the length of the transmission line.
inspection of the S parameters of an otherwise lossless passive structure can in this case actually show a small gain. If high-accuracy S parameters including radiation loss are important, then one should take care to make sure that the box containing the L length through is large enough to allow propagation up to the topcover. This failure mode is not detected by inspection of A, B, and D as in other failure modes.
A final failure mechanism occurs if one of the standards excites a box resonance. This resonance appears in the deembedded data and also causes the values of A, B, and D for the port discontinuity to differ from the values stated above.
For typical high-frequency applications, the port discontinuity capacitance is a few tenths of a picofarad. Occasionally, such a port discontinuity is unimportant for a specific application and de-embedding can be skipped.
De-embedding Multiple Coupled Ports
In the case of multiple coupled ports, A, B, and D of the ABCD matrices above all become, themselves, matrices. For example, if there are two ports on one side of the box, both of which are to be de-embedded, the L and 2L length throughs each become a pair of coupled lines and each element of the ABCD matrix becomes a 2 Â 2 matrix.
The approach is fully valid, no matter how many ports and no matter how tightly coupled they are. Analyses with several hundred ports, as tightly coupled as desired, are easily performed. The very high accuracy of this deembedding technique for tightly coupled ports is critical in the success of divide-and-conquer analysis strategies, as described above.
CONCLUSION
The field of applied high-frequency numerical electromagnetics began in the 1990s and has reached an advanced state of development. Today, numerical electromagnetics is considered a necessary part of nearly any high-frequency design. The designer can now complete numerous design iterations in days, or even in hours, that previously would have taken weeks or months. Once the design is complete, success on first fabrication is now regularly enjoyed.
Future advancements in this field are likely to be outside the realm of Maxwell's equations. Specifically, interoperability with design frameworks, faster computers, and a maturation of the generally accepted RF design cycle are all likely to see activity in the near future. Numerical electromagnetics promises to play an important role in the future of both commercial and military high-frequency design. 
INTRODUCTION
An artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) [1, 2] is a nearly lossless reactive surface, usually realized as a printed circuit board, that presents a reflection coefficient of the order of þ 1 to incident plane waves and simultaneously inhibits the propagation of surface waves across its surface over a prescribed band of frequencies (the so-called bandgap). Because of the in-phase reflection coefficient at the surface, the total tangential magnetic field is close to zero over its operational band, thus emulating the properties of a theoretical perfect magnetic conductor (PMC). However, whereas a true PMC would allow the grazing propagation of waves with vertical magnetic field over its surface while suppressing waves with vertical electric field, the AMC suppresses propagation of both types of waves. This combination of properties yields the following experimentally verified desirable features:
1. The radiation from a proximate, horizontal electric dipole (a wire antenna) is reflected in phase, augmenting the dipole's gain instead of canceling it, as would occur over a conventional conducting ground plane. 2. The input impedance of the dipole is increased. 3. The radiated power along the surface is dramatically reduced, leading to backlobe suppression and further increased broadside gain.
When properly designed, the AMC surface-wave bandgap will correspond to the same frequency band over which the AMC exhibits a high surface impedance, thus enabling realization of an efficient, electrically thin antenna structure. Because of features 1 and 2, the AMC is classified as a high-impedance surface. Because of feature 3, the AMC can also be classified as an artificially soft surface [3] since, for an arbitrary point source located at the center of the AMC, simultaneous cancellation of E f and H f over the surface corresponds to the suppression of radially propagating TE and TM surface waves. Because the suppression of surface waves occurs over a well-defined frequency range, the AMC is classified as an electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure. However, because this behavior results from a texture with periodicity much smaller than the free-space wavelength and does not involve periodic structure resonances, the AMC is classified as a metamaterial or artificial magnetodielectric. The latter definition is adopted here as the most appropriate. In Section 2 the artificial anisotropic magnetodielectric parameters of the AMC are derived from quasistatic analysis of its physical features. It is then shown that these parameters are sufficient to completely explain the features enumerated above. In particular it is demonstrated that the permittivity and permeability normal to the surface are the key parameters that control the surface-wave suppression properties of the AMC. The degree of control available to the engineer for designing an AMC, including its thickness, operational frequency, bandwidth of favorable reflection coefficient, and bandwidth of surface-wave suppression, is the subject of Section 3. Section 4 applies the results of Section 3 to develop a design approach for typical AMCs. Section 5 places the AMC in the context of earlier and later developments of other artificial magnetic conductors found in the literature. Finally, Section 6 highlights more recent successful applications of the AMC ranging from tunable antenna ground planes to applications as a suppressor of crosstalk between collocated antennas. Figure 1 shows the original AMC embodiment, invented at UCLA in the late 1990s by Sievenpiper et al. [1, 2] . It consists of an electrically thin, planar, periodic structure with vertical conductors (vias) that terminate on a periodic array of planar conductors [the frequency-selective surface (FSS)], above a conducting ground plane, that can be fabricated using low-cost printed circuit technologies.
THE AMC AS A TWO-LAYER ARTIFICIAL UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPIC MAGNETODIELECTRIC
The normal incidence reflection coefficient of this AMC surface can be derived immediately from its transmissionline representation. It turns out that for typical configurations the dielectric constant of the substrate is not a critical parameter because its thickness is so small that the electric field throughout its volume is nearly zero. The effect of the vias can likewise be ignored since for a normal incidence wave the electromagnetic fields are transverse to them and therefore are nearly invisible (or, stated another way, the transverse polarizability of thin metallic cylinders perpendicular to both E and H fields is negligible). Therefore, the groundplane is a short circuit in the transmission line of free space, above which, at a distance t 2 , there is a large shunt capacitance. The value of the shunt capacitance is chosen to resonate the short circuit so that just above the capacitive sheet the short (circuit) is electrically a quarter-wavelength away at the design frequency. Clearly the phase angle of the reflection coefficient is 01 at this frequency and must vary from þ 1801 at DC to À 1801 at the frequency where the short is electrically a half-wavelength away. The operational band of the AMC, from the standpoint of favorable reflection coefficient, is then defined as the frequency band bounded by the þ and À 901 phase frequencies, since at those frequencies the radiation from the image of a horizontal electric dipole does not subtract from the source radiation. It is also the band of frequencies for which the wave impedance for lane wave incidence is greater than that of free space. Figure 2 illustrates these considerations.
The fractional bandwidth of a typical Sievenpiper AMC structure is defined by its normal incidence reflection properties using the transmission-line model. The impedance of the transmission line is the dielectric substrate's impedance for normally incident TEM waves Z with its corresponding propagation constant b ¼ k d . The input impedance of the short(-circuit) transmission for normal incidence is
With the assumption of an electrically thin structure
, this impedance can be simplified as
Therefore, the transmission line can be replaced by its total series inductance L, which is then in series with the short circuit forming a tank LC circuit with the FSS capacitor, of resonant frequency o 0 ¼ (LC)
. (It should be noted that the inductance involved here has nothing to do with the via rods; they are essentially transparent to a normally incident plane wave.)
The reflection coefficient of this simplified circuit tuned to resonate at a center frequency of o 0 can be obtained easily as a function of frequency:
Defining f up as the frequency at which the phase of the reflection coefficient of Eq. (2) crosses À 901, G ¼ À j 1 , and f low the frequency at which it crosses þ 901, G ¼ j 1 , and substituting these two values of G into the equation, it is easy to show that for thin high-impedance surfaces, the bandwidth BW ¼ f up /f low is given by
Thus, to support a 10% instantaneous bandwidth an AMC with purely dielectric, nonpermeable (m D ¼ 1) substrate need be only 1 62 th of a wavelength thick. In applications requiring wide instantaneous bandwidth, for example, to accommodate an octave frequency range (BW ¼ 2), the AMC thickness must be over a tenth of a free-space wavelength thick (t 2 ¼ 0.113 l 0 ). This thickness may be too large for some applications, and thus magnetically loaded AMCs (m D 41) have been designed. The limiting case of a Sievenpiper AMC is one whose thickness is a full l 0 /4, and whose FSS capacitance has gone to zero. The exact phase bandwidth for this thick case (maximum instantaneous bandwidth for an AMC) is 3-1 or 100% fractional bandwidth.
The transmission-line model of the reflection coefficient of the AMC just described illustrates the fact that the AMC derives its in-phase reflection coefficient property from a ''quarter-wave ground plane'' effect. This in itself is not a novel accomplishment since physically thin but electrically quarter-wave-thick ground-plane structures are trivial to construct using high-dielectric-constant materials. However, such structures are useless in practice for gain enhancement of antennas because the preferred mode of radiation of a horizontal dipole above a dielectrically clad ground plane is into the surface waves and not into free space. The key to the usefulness of the AMC is therefore that its surface-wave suppression properties occur in the same band in which the reflection coefficient is in phase. This can be accomplished only by exploiting its anisotropic degrees of freedom.
In the following analysis we assume that the periodicity of the unit cells in the AMC is very small compared to the wavelength so that it can be modeled in terms of effective medium theory, treating the quasielectrostatic and quasimagnetostatic features separately. We also assume a square lattice, with equal periods in both the x and y directions. Because of the form of the AMC structure, we choose to separate the effective medium into two distinct layers. The ''spacer'' layer or ''rodded medium'' layer consists of a regular array of conducting vias connected to the conducting backplane. This is covered by a capacitive ''FSS'' layer, which consists of a regular array of metal patches. Although the FSS layer can be infinitely thin in theory, we assign it a finite (and somewhat arbitrary) thickness in the effective medium representation. Because of the symmetry of the structure, both layers can be modeled with uniaxial permittivity and permeability tensors. Figure 3 shows the effective media model layers and associated permittivity and permeability tensors.
Effective Medium Model for the Substrate
In order to derive the values for the elements of these tensors, first consider a medium consisting of an array of infinite rods. When an electric field exists throughout the whole space (such as in the low-frequency limit of a wave traveling through this ''forest'' of rods), symmetry considerations allow us to concentrate on one unit cell of the array. In the quasielectrostatic limit, that cell has PEC plates at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ þ h (arbitrary) and PMC walls all around, as in Fig. 4 .
As Fig. 4 suggests, the actual shape of the PMC boundary of the unit cell cannot possibly be a significant factor in the quasistatic effective medium behavior of this array, and so we take it to be a cylindrical boundary of equal cross-sectional area. If the array is immersed in free space, the only polarization vector is that inside the rods, and thus the only excess current in this space comes from the rod current @P=@t. Assuming that the rods are metal, this is purely a conduction current. It creates a circulating magnetic field inside the unit cell that starts at the surface of the rod and vanishes on the surrounding PMC surface (since H tangential to a PMC must vanish). Integration of the magnetic energy inside the unit cell and setting it equal to
where a is the ratio of the rod's cross-sectional area, to the cross-sectional area of the unit cell. The circuit describing the unit cell is then the capacitance of the cell e 0 e r A/h in parallel with the inductance. The effective capacitance of that circuit is
The effective permittivity is then the effective capacitance of that circuit divided by the capacitance of the empty unit cell:
Thus, at low frequencies it is negative, and it crosses zero at the so-called plasma frequency, defined as the frequency at which the unit cell resonates. This medium was analyzed on the basis of its periodic structure properties by Brown [4] , under the assumption of thin rods arrayed in a square lattice. His solution is obtained from solving the equation
where l is the distance between rods, n is the effective refractive index referenced to the background in which the wavelength is measured, and the correction function F can be approximated by
Setting e
Brown eff
ðlÞ ¼ n 2 , the results of Brown's model can be compared to the effective medium model. Figure 5 shows the comparison for rods of radius 0.18 mm, spaced 2.4 mm center to center in a Cartesian array. Note the close agreement. For rods that are not thin compared to the separation between them (breakdown of Brown's equation), the quasistatic analysis above continues to be self-consistent. However, for rod separations that are not a small fraction of the wavelength, Brown's equation correctly predicts the periodic structure scattering above the frequency where the effective permittivity crosses zero. The quasistatic model does not include this phenomenon. Therefore, in designing an AMC where the negative values of the normal permittivity are crucial, Eq. (6) and its derivation can be used. It has the advantage that it allows the designer to consider the effect of loading the vias with lumped elements such as series inductors, and evaluate the effect this would have on the effective medium properties of the AMC. However, for predicting the AMC performance at frequencies where the normal permittivity of the substrate becomes positive, it is mandatory to use Brown's equation.
The reader might wonder how a thin substrate consisting of this periodic array of vias can be modeled by the same equations that describe a medium of infinitely long rods. The answer lies in the terminating metal plates of the capacitive FSS layer. The current in the via rod continues onto the FSS metal plates and spreads radially out within the unit cell all the way to the end of the periodic cell. Thus the upper metal plates act as a ground plane mirroring the lower ground plane and thus creating, by virtue of the theory of images, effectively infinite rods. That this mechanism is crucial to the proper functioning of AMCs has been proved by electrically disconnecting the via rods from the FSS layer. In that case the AMC's TM surface suppression properties quickly vanish as the separation between the vias exceeds the height of the vias.
The transverse permittivity of the rodded medium is obtained by simply invoking the Clausius-Mosotti formula for a two-dimensional array of infinite metallic cylinders. The effective property is due to the transverse polarization of the rods and is simply given by
The transverse permeability can be deduced from the following argument. A TEM wave traveling along the rods (z direction) must experience e xx and m yy (or e yy and m xx ) and yet must have a phase velocity equal to that of the background dielectric:
It follows that for this rodded medium
Finally, the z-directed permeability of the rodded layer is deduced by recognizing that a PEC rod excludes the magnetic field from its interior, thus reducing the cell permeability and creating an effective unit cell that is diamagnetic:
Effective Medium Model for the FSS
Next we must consider the FSS layer. For the singlelayered ''Cohn square'' structure that makes up the FSS layer of the original Sievenpiper embodiment of an AMC (Fig. 1) , the effective permittivity in the x and y directions comes from the edge-to-edge capacitance induced whenever there is a planar component of the electric field. For both TM waves (magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of incidence) and TE waves (electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence), there is such a planar electric field, and so it is expected that both cases experience an effective transverse (x-y) permittivity. However, the only case where the magnetic field is affected by the (assumed extremely thin) metal squares of the FSS is when it has a component perpendicular to the plane (the TE case). The eddy currents induced on the squares repel the magnetic field and allow it to flow only through the gaps between the squares. Thus it is expected that the TE case will exhibit a normal permeability that is depressed below the value of free space. These effective constitutive properties can be derived rigorously from the classic case of the periodic strip surface as a shunt obstacle in the transmission line of free space. First, for the following derivations we will need to define the TE and TM impedances and propagation constants for uniaxial anisotropic media where the x-and y-axis properties are equal and the z (normal to the plane) properties are different. These expressions are [5, 6] 
2.2.1. The TM Case. When a wave with its E field in the x-z plane and H field in the y direction is incident at an angle y as shown in Fig. 6 on a Cohn square FSS in free space, its total tangential E field on the metal squares goes to zero. It follows that for narrow gaps between the squares, the total E field in the x direction in that plane also tends to zero in the gaps aligned with the x direction. To first order the only relevant field is the one concentrated in the gaps aligned with the y axis, implying that the behavior of the Cohn square FSS [7] must be the same as that from a plane of parallel infinite strips aligned with the y axis. The solution for this latter case is well known [8] .
According to Ref. 8 considering the plane of the strips a shunt obstacle, the input admittance for arbitrary angles of incidence is
Realizing that k z0 is just 2p=l 0 cos y, we have
where Y 0 is the admittance of free space, d the periodic unit length, k z0 the propagation constant of the incident plane wave in the z direction corresponding to a free-space propagation constant k 0 ¼ o/c, and b 0 the gap between the strips.
If, however, the FSS layer were modeled as a material layer of thickness t 1 with uniaxial anisotropic properties, the input admittance could also be obtained using the transmission-line equation where the load is the free space behind the FSS and the transmission line is the FSS layer
where k z1 is the z-directed propagation constant in the FSS equivalent material layer, given by
where e x , e z and m y are the relevant constituent parameters of the material tensor for TM incidence and k x is the propagation constant in the x direction of the waves in all the layers. Under the assumption that t 1 is small and that the permittivity of the FSS layer in the z direction and the permeability in the y direction are 1 (since the ideal FSS is infinitely thin), Eq. (17) reduces to 
Comparing Eq. (19b) to Eq. (16), we conclude that the FSS layer has an effective x-directed relative permittivity equivalent to a pure shunt capacitance that is angleindependent, given by
Since the FSS layer is not floating in space but supported by a dielectric substrate, the result of Eq. (20) is increased in practice by the average relative permittivity e avg of the dielectric materials surrounding the FSS and the final result for the transverse effective relative permittivity is
For thin gaps the logarithm term simplifies to ln(2d/pb 0 ). It should be noted that this result is simply the statement e 1 ¼ C FSS /t 1 , where C FSS is the capacitance in farads per square of the FSS sheet.
2.2.2.
The TE Case. The TE case is analyzed following a parallel procedure. The z-directed propagation constant in the uniaxial medium for TE is given by
Knowing that t 1 is small, the input impedance for the material layer model is given by Eq. (22), while the TE incidence result from Ref. 8 for the FSS as a shunt obstacle is still given by Eq. (16):
But we know that m x is approximately 1 and that k z ¼ k 0 cos y, so that
Finally, using Eq. (21), and k x ¼ k 0 sin y, we have
In order for Eq. (24) to be equivalent to Eq. (16), the y-dependent terms must vanish. This can happen only if e y is the inverse of m z :
This relation shows us that the normal permeability of the strip layer is the inverse of the transverse permittivity because to the extent that the structure concentrates the in-plane E field, to the same extent that it squeezes the normal H field. In other words if we were to consider a TEM wave guided along the strips of the strip medium, it would have to travel at the speed of light, yet its concentration of electric field is equivalent to an increased permittivity. Therefore the squeezing of the H field must be equivalent to a depressed (diamagnetic) permeability exactly the inverse of the increased permittivity. The depression of the normal permeability is therefore a geometric effect proportional to the ratio of gap area to blocking metal area. (Note that if we were to ignore the effective normal permeability of the FSS, we would be forced to model the FSS as an angle-dependent shunt capacitance.) Therefore, since for the case of the Cohn square FSS the number of gaps per unit cell is double that found in the strip medium, we can write
where it is recognized that the squeezing of the magnetic field lines is a purely geometric effect and therefore any enhancement of the transverse permittivity due to the dielectric supporting the FSS must be ignored. Finally, as discussed during the derivation above, because the FSS is thin, e zz , m xx , and m yy are all simply equal to unity. Thus, using an effective medium model, it is possible to derive closed-form expressions for a two-layer equivalent uniaxial magnetodielectric medium that should mimic all the properties of the AMC. This model is summarized in Fig. 7 .
The method of derivation has been detailed above to allow the engineer to obtain equivalent representations for alternative designs. For instance, if a different capacitive FSS is used, it follows that the transverse permittivity of the FSS layer is simply e 1 ¼ C FSS /t 1 . The normal permeability of the FSS, however, is not as easy to determine since it requires solving the quasimagnetostatic eddy current problem for determining the blockage of the magnetic field. As a rule of thumb, any FSS that obtains its capacitance from maximally blocking metal structures will obey Eq. (26) . Maximally blocking structures are those where the closed metal paths cover the largest possible area with minimized perimeter. So, for instance, Cohn squares, hexagonal patches, or even closed square loops are maximally blocking. However, a gapped loop is the opposite of a maximally blocking structure since at low frequency the magnetic field can cross through the area inside the loop, owing to the interruption of eddy current by the gap. In such low-blockage cases the normal permeability can be estimated by rearranging the metal into parallel strips, calculating the capacitance of that ''equivalent'' strip medium and then using Eqs. (20) and (26) .
Clearly, two FSS layers attaining the same capacitance, one using Cohn squares (which maximally block magnetic flux) and one using multilegged dipoles (with minimal blockage) will yield extremely different m normal values. The consequences of the choice of FSS topology is manifested in the surface-wave suppression properties of the AMC.
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES IN TERMS OF THE EQUIVALENT EFFECTIVE MEDIA MODEL
The effective media model of the AMC is now used to calculate the surface-wave propagation properties of the structure. It is shown that the negative axial permittivity of the lower layer is the parameter responsible for the TM surface-wave properties and the creation of the lower band edge, while the highly diamagnetic normal permeability of the upper layer pushes the onset of TE surface waves above the resonant frequency of the AMC, thus creating the upper band edge.
The problem of solving the two-layer grounded slab is a boundary value problem, which can be solved completely using the wave equation subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. This solution is simplified by using the transverse resonance method (TRM), whereby the eigenvalue problem for a wave traveling in a preferred direction can be solved as a resonant transmission line in the transverse plane. The transverse resonance condition in the transverse plane is simply
where Z up is the input impedance looking up and Z down the input impedance looking down the transmission line, as seen in Fig. 8 . The reference plane where the TRM is applied may be any convenient location along the equivalent transmission line (Fig. 8) , and in this analysis it is chosen to be the outer surface of the AMC. For a grounded two-layer slab as suggested in Fig. 8 , the TR condition equality becomes
where Z 0 , Z 1 , and Z 2 are the corresponding wave impedances in layers 0 (air), 1, and 2 and the corresponding propagation constants k z1 and k z2 are as given in Eqs. (13) and (14) . From this point on, the subscripts 0, 1, and 2 will refer to layers 0, 1, and 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8 . As a rule, the fictitious thickness of the FSS is set to t 1 ¼ t 2 /100. Figure 8 . TRM applied to a two-layer grounded slab.
TM Surface Waves
Recognizing that the continuity of Maxwell's equations requires a common propagation constant in the x direction, namely k x , for all the layers, and as we are seeking guidedwave solutions, we restrict the impedance of the air, layer 0, to that of an evanescent wave, defined as follows:
Solving (28) for a, we have
, and since we are assuming that the propagation constant of air will be that of an evanescent wave, we obtain an equation of the following form:
This is a transcendental equation that cannot be inverted analytically. However, the solution can be illustrated graphically by inserting a real-valued k x 40, into the right-hand side of (31) and seeing where the curve y ¼ k x (TM) intersects the line y ¼ k x . The assumption of a solution of the form e Àazz in air implies that only those solutions with positive a z correspond to guided waves. The absence of such a solution indicates the onset of the bandgap.
The TM case of the AMC is very similar to the Fakir bed of nails of King et al. [6] . The constitutive properties affecting the results are e z , e x , and m y . The relevant physical parameters according to the effective medium model are substrate permittivity, rod radius, and rod separation (size of the unit cell). Figure 9a shows a typical solution for a structure with the following characteristics: t 2 ¼ 1.57 mm, e D ¼ 4.5, via diameter ¼ 0.51 mm, periodicity ¼ 2.51 mm. Three frequencies were selected: 4.36, 5.07, and 5.31 GHz. It can be seen that at low frequencies there are always two intersections with the y ¼ k x line and therefore two guided-wave solutions.
As frequency is increased, the y ¼ k x (TM) curve slides to the left, bringing the two solutions closer together until at the band edge the two coalesce into a single solution that then disappears (no intersection). In this example then the lower band edge where TM waves are suppressed occurs just above 5.07 GHz. Figure 9b shows the effect of changing the via separation. Changes in both radius and via separation provide a means for changing the inductance in the effective medium model, but the separation is the stronger control parameter. In Fig. 9b a 20% increase in the via separation moves the band edge to below 5.07 GHz.
It is clear that the appropriate choice of the physical dimensions determines the negative e zz of the via array substrate and therefore the position of the TM surface band edge that may or may not coincide with the þ 901 normal incidence reflection phase point of the AMC. The solution shown in Fig. 9 has the same characteristics as the King et al. Fakir structure. As those authors mention [6] , in addition to the first two solutions, there are an infinite number of additional intersections, with an infinite number of tangentlike curves (higher-order modes). However, those intersections correspond to modes of extremely high reactance, which would exist only extremely close to the surface. Furthermore, they correspond in the example to values of k x that exceed the periodic unit limit p/d; therefore they are not relevant to the physical situation.
TE Surface Waves
Following the same procedure as for the TM case, the solution for a is as follows: Via diameter=0.51mm, d=2.51mm
Via diameter=0.51mm, d=2.51mm 
The solution to this transcendental equation can also be illustrated graphically.
For the TE case, the constitutive parameters involved in the solution of Eq. (33) are m z , m x , and e y . But since m x is assumed to be one, and since e y is higher than 1 and therefore promotes the guidance of surface waves, the only parameter that can lead to suppression of surface waves is m z . Figure 10a shows the dependence of this solution on frequency for an AMC with the following characteristics: t 2 ¼ 1.57 mm, with a square-shape FSS element supplying a capacitance of 0.4 pF and printed on an e D ¼ 4.5 dielectric substrate.
At low frequencies no intersection between the y ¼ k x (TE) curve and the y ¼ k x line occurs because the total electrical thickness of the guiding structure is less than a quarter-wavelength. For this AMC the normal incidence reflection coefficient resonance occurs at 5.5 GHz. This means that the electrical thickness of the structure is l/4 at that frequency, and if this were a conventional isotropic dielectric structure with high permittivity, TE surface waves would begin to propagate at that frequency. However, as Fig. 10 shows, the intersection does not occur until 6.2 GHz.
To prove that it is the depressed normal m z of the FSS that is responsible for this upward shift of the TE band edge, Fig. 10b shows the result for an FSS that blocks less of the magnetic field; m z has been raised by 20%. Now the band edge occurs at 6.1 GHz. The structure has the same characteristics as in the previous example: t 2 ¼ 1.57 mm, e D ¼ 4.5. The reduction in blockage would arise, for instance, by going from a Cohn squares FSS design to a design that uses overlapping dipoles.
In Fig. 10 , on the same graphs the boundary at which a z changes from positive to negative has been denoted. At those boundaries the curve representing the right-hand side of Eq. (33) is stopped, because after that point the solution is an improper mode. The mode goes from proper to improper near the point at which k x is approximately equal to k 0 .
In summary, the surface-wave suppression properties, and therefore the bandwidth, of the Sievenpiper AMC are controlled by the negative value of the normal permittivity of the via array substrate and the depressed normal permeability of the FSS layer. The position of the band edges relative to the 7901 phase shift points of the reflection coefficient is in general arbitrary except for the fact that the TE band edge can occur only above the 01 phase frequency (the reflection coefficient resonance). The physical implementation of these structures and the degree to which the surface-wave suppression bandwidth can be designed is treated in the next section.
Reflection Coefficient
The reflection coefficient for a generalized two-layer anisotropic grounded slab can be found through the use of Eqs. (13) and (14) and an equivalent transmission-line representation of assumed infinitely wide slabs (Fig. 11) .
The input impedance of the AMC is the short circuit rolled back through the two media of lengths t 1 and t 2 . Thus, after finding Z 12 of Fig. 11 , we will use that impedance as the load impedance for the line of length t 1 : This yields the desired load impedance of the two-layer anisotropic medium: 
Now, using this result and the definition of the reflection coefficient, we can find the generalized reflection coefficient for a two-layer anisotropic grounded slab as a function of frequency and angle of incidence
Since the structure is grounded and assumed lossless, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient will be 1 for any frequency and angle of incidence. But clearly the phase of the reflected wave will change with frequency and angle since the electrical thickness of the layers will also change. The reflection coefficient was calculated for an AMC 10 mm thick with anisotropic constitutive parameters at the center of the band as shown in Table 1 .
The corresponding reflection coefficient phase can be seen in Figs. 12a and 12b for TE and TM waves, respectively, for normal incidence, 451 angle of incidence, and angles almost grazing parallel to the surface.
Clearly, the curve shapes are similar, all exhibiting a change in the reflection coefficient phase from þ 901 to À 901, crossing the 01 phase point, which signals total inphase reflection. The angle of incidence dependence of the FSS admittance in the TE case, that is, the presence of m z o1, is what causes the shift in the curves for that case (Fig. 12a) . It has been pointed out [9] that a more stationary behavior would be obtained for the TE case if m z o0 were involved in direct analogy to the negative e z involved in the TM case. The relevance of these curves to the performance of an antenna extremely close to the AMC is not necessarily obvious. Such a proximate antenna has its near field in contact with the AMC so that the interaction between the antenna and the AMC involves not only reflection of its radiated plane-wave spectrum but also coupling of the evanescent portion of that spectrum to the spectrum of leaky-and surface-wave modes supported by the AMC. In other words, a complete picture of the antenna-AMC interaction involves the complete k-space spectrum of the AMC surface's complex impedance and reflection coefficient [10] . This is why both analyses have been presented above. However, it is true, on the basis of the reaction theorem [11] , that for an observation point far from the (assumed infinite) surface of the AMC, the antenna pattern of a current source such as a horizontal dipole can be entirely determined from the surface's TE and TM plane-wave reflection coefficients (the only electromagnetic property not so determined is the impedance and therefore the efficiency of the resulting radiator).
Thus consider the case of an end-fed quarter-wave horizontal dipole directly over a thick (33-mm) AMC with a low-dielectric-constant substrate (e D ¼ 1.07) designed with a resonant frequency of 1080 MHz (FSS capacitance of 0.54 pF) and 1-mm-diameter vias 34 mm apart. The lower (TM) band edge is at 770 MHz and the upper (TE) band edge at 1380 MHz (a 1.77-1 bandwidth).
In the E plane of the monopole, the TM reflection coefficient dominates. Figure 13a shows the resulting antenna pattern for 0.699 GHz (just below the band edge), 1.075 GHz (center of the band), 1.376 GHz (above the center but still inside the band), and 1.526 GHz ( just outside the band.) A þ 3 dB gain increase is seen at the center of the band when compared to the other in-band frequencies. Outside the band the gain is lower. In all cases we have a well-behaved nearly identical dipolelike pattern. In the H plane the TE reflection coefficient dominates. The calculated pattern at the same frequencies is shown in Fig. 13b . There we see a more significant change in pattern shape with frequency as expected from the shift in the reflection coefficient phase seen in Fig. 12a . (a) ( The effective medium model allows us to calculate the reflection coefficient of the AMC outside its operational band. If we go well above the band, the TM solution admits of higher-order modes (the modes found by King et al. in Fakir's bed of nails). Around 2 GHz the first of these modes intersects the y ¼ k x line with a propagation constant just below k 0 ; in other words, the mode is leaky. This intersection manifests itself in the TM reflection coefficient calculation and leads to an antenna pattern with a sharp cusp, characteristic of leaky-wave antennas [12] . Figure 14a shows this result. The effective medium model allow us to not only predict that result but also devise a method for extinguishing the offending mode selectively. As is well known, higher-order modes are extremely sensitive to loss. Therefore adding a small amount of loss to the substrate (e D ¼ 1.07 À j0.05) essentially erases the leaky-wave contribution and preserves the dipolelike pattern outside the band as seen in Fig. 14b. 
DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR AMCs
Although transverse resonance can be used directly to find the propagation characteristics of waves in the AMC, it is a graphical and tedious process. Automatic complex rootfinding routines do not add to our physical insight. Unfortunately, the transcendental equations describing the propagating modes involve trigonometric functions that cannot be inverted. In this section equivalent-circuit elements and approximations regarding the electrical size of the material are used to simplify the equations and thus enable us to locate the guiding solutions of the effective medium model.
Approximation Method for TM Waves
By noting that the FSS layer is simply a capacitor that contributes the additional phase shift to create a quarterwave grounded thin slab, the AMC can be modeled by a single uniaxial anisotropic layer over which there is an infinitesimally thin capacitive shunt element. In that case the transverse resonance equation [Eqs. (30) and (31)] become
where C is the capacitance of the FSS and of course k z2 is a function of k xTM per Eq. (14) (as a further approximation we note that, by definition, the AMC is an electrically thin structure; thus the product k z2 t 2 o1 and the cotangent function can be approximated by 1/k z2 t 2 ).
In the graphical solution illustrated in Fig. 9 , we can see the close resemblance of the y ¼ k x TM curves to secant functions. Thus the guiding properties arise when a secantlike curve just grazes the diagonal y ¼ k x line. Thus the guiding properties of the AMC can be characterized by determining the following two parameters that fix the secant function:
* The value of k x when the secant function approaches infinity,
*
The value of y when k x TM is zero.
The first value must correspond to the pole in k x of Eq. (36). The pole occurs at
where k 0res is the free-space wavenumber at the resonant frequency.
The second value can be found simply by finding the y-axis intercept:
Therefore, in order to find the curve for the lowest-order mode solution of TM waves, we will use the following secant function
where k xTMN and k xTMjkx ¼ 0 are as given in (37) and (38), respectively. Of course, once we have an analytic expression as in Eq. (39), the frequency at which an intersection no longer occurs can be directly determined by recognizing that the osculation point (the band edge) occurs at the point where the secant curve has slope equal to one. Therefore by taking the first derivative of Eq. (39), setting it equal to 1.0 and then finding the frequency at which that point exactly equals k x reveals the band edge. Figure 15 shows the close agreement between the exact transcendental equation from Eq. (31) and the analytic secant function from Eq. (39). The error in the prediction of the band edge, that is, the frequency at which the curve detaches the 451 line, is only B2%.
Approximation Method for TE Waves
For the TE case we have already seen that the FSS cannot be regarded simply as a shunt capacitor, since the normal component of the permeability is not one. We then proceed by first rewriting the transcendental equation in the form
Simplifying by assuming that ½tanðk z2 t 2 Þ=k z2 ¼ t 2 (for the substrate layer) introduces a small error, which in the TM case was negligible, but in this case this small error is accentuated when multiplied by the small values from the tan(k z1 t 1 ) term. Therefore the ratio mentioned above needs to be fixed to a value to ensure that the solution stays close to the exact solution. Since guided waves first appear when k x is near k 0 , we fix the ratio as follows:
Now we can assume that the FSS layer has an infinitely thin thickness, and therefore, the tangent function involving k z1 t 1 can be simplified to its argument. Performing all these simplifications leads to the following version of Eq. (40):
Solving for k x , we encounter a second-order polynomial in k x squared of the form The solution of this polynomial will yield four solutions for guided waves. However, only the real solutions with an attenuation constant a40 are proper solutions. To complete our design equations, we have to find the point at which a ¼ 0, or in other words, where proper solutions begin to propagate. Hence, using Eq. (32) and using the same approximations that lead to Eq. (43), this point in k x becomes Figure 16 shows the exact solution and our new approximated design equation (43). The error in the prediction of the TE band edge is less than 0.5%.
Design of Surface-Wave Bandwidth
The design equations of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 allow us to more easily determine the surface-wave bandwidth of operation of an AMC. For the TM waves the objective is to find the osculation point between the secant function and the y ¼ k x line. In order to find this point using Eq. (39), we first have to find the value of k x for which the derivative of the secant function is one. As an intermediate step to this calculation we encounter a quadratic equation in sine functions that, after a change of variable of the form U ¼ sin(x), can be solved as
Then, the k x point of interest is the inverse of this sine function multiplied by a constant,
This point indicates the value of k x only where a 451 line is tangential to the curve. When this value is substituted into Eq. (39), then the ordinate of this point is found. Therefore, as this ordinate approaches k xTM itself, we have the desired intersection. The resulting equation to find the intersection is still not invertible but its graphical solution allows us to find all the TM band edges associated with any range of input physical parameters of the AMC. For instance, Fig. 17 shows the difference y TM ¼ K xTM À y(K xTM ) versus frequency for an AMC as the via periodic unit length is changed. For each periodic unit length the point where the curve crosses zero is the TM band edge. For the TE band edge, four roots will be found from Eq. (43). These solutions are proper guided waves only if these are real and positive values, and only when they lie to the left of the k x value (the a z ¼ 0 boundary) given by Eq. (44). As an example, Fig. 18 shows the roots of Eq. (43) for the resonance frequency (f 1 ¼ 5.5 GHz) and for a frequency 11% higher (f 2 ¼ 6.1 GHz). For f 1 we have TE surface-wave suppression since the boundary at which a 1 ¼ 0 (corresponding to f 1 ) occurs at k x ¼ 0 and no real solutions exist. As frequency increases, the a 2 ¼ 0 (corresponding to f 2 ) boundary moves to the right and the complex solutions of Eq. (43) approach the real axis of the complex plane. The blue curve of Fig. 18 shows that we have two real solutions for frequency f 2 but that one of them is an improper solution (lying outside the a 2 40 region) and the other is just inside the region. Hence, a TE surface wave is excited for frequency f 2 and the TE surface-wave suppression band edge is found.
Design Guidelines
In the design of the AMC the first step is to determine the thickness based on the desired bandwidth of operation [according to Eq. (3) to obtain resonance at the desired thickness is given by
where o res is the angular frequency of resonance; Z 0 is the intrinsic impedance of free space; m trans2 and e trans2 are the relative transverse permeability and permittivity, respectively, of layer 2 (the via array region); c 0 is the speed of light in free space; and t 2 is the thickness of the via array layer.
If the capacitance required is not too large, a Cohn squares array can be designed approximately using the equations for the strip grating [Eq. (20) ]. This will give the engineer a reasonable estimate of the required periodic unit and gap dimensions. The exact design can then be fine-tuned using a full-wave electromagnetic solver. If the required capacitance is large, then equation 20 may give a periodic unit that is too large (too close to l/4) or a gap width that is too small to manufacture accurately. Then a multilayer design is required for use of the parallel-plate capacitance obtained from overlapping metal plates. The following rules of thumb for typical AMCs may be used. Up to a capacitance of 1 pF/square, Cohn squares are appropriate; to obtain capacitances as high as 15 pF/ square requires overlapping Cohn squares. The choice of FSS design is also driven by cost considerations, where a single-layer design has obvious advantages from minimization of manufacturing steps. To exceed the 1 pF/square limit in a single layer, interdigital capacitor (ICAP) designs have been fabricated that offer FSS capacitance levels up to 5 pF/square [13] .
Almost arbitrarily large values of capacitance are achievable simply by placing the two layers very close to each other, that is by using a very thin dielectric spacer with the metal pattern etched one side and registered appropriately above the first metal pattern on the top of the substrate. However, it must be realized that then the manufacturing tolerance on the thickness of the dielectric spacer becomes the critical parameter in controlling the resonant frequency of the AMC. Figure 19 shows the most general case of two-overlapping arrays of Cohn squares. Such a design will have both the original edge-to-edge capacitance and a much stronger parallel-plate contribution of the form C p ¼ eA/d. The capacitance per square of the case in Fig. 19 is deduced by recognizing the equivalent circuit of Fig. 20 .
The FSS capacitance would then be
where C e is the edge-to-edge capacitance (as in the strip medium).
As mentioned earlier, a Cohn square FSS is maximally blocking; therefore Eq. (26) correctly predicts the normal permeability, and the procedure using Eqs. (43) and (44) enables a direct prediction of the maximum attainable TE band edge that results automatically from this choice.
If a maximally blocking design is not required or if adding series inductance to the FSS is desirable (providing an additional measure of tuneability) [13] , other shapes, such as overlapping Jerusalem crosses, can be used. Figure 21 shows the basic cross element, while Fig. 22 shows how the overlapping is accomplished in a two-layer design. In the Jerusalem cross case, the eddy currents cannot flow around the outer perimeter because of the breaks in the pattern; therefore only small eddy currents will be formed on the arms of the cross and in its center. With the chosen proportions the parallel-plate capacitance in the overlapping regions can be quite high, while making the arms thin enough to yield a significant amount of series inductance. The design problem is to find the physical dimensions l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 of Fig. 21 in order to achieve the capacitance with a moderate-thickness spacer. The equivalent circuit is the same as in Fig. 20 , except that each C p11 , C p12 , C p21 , and C p22 is the result of two parallel-plate capacitors in parallel. Also since the crosses are set symmetrically in the center of the cell, then all the capacitances have the same value and the equivalent capacitor is 2C, where C is the capacitance of one parallel-plate capacitor.
After designing the FSS to attain the needed capacitance and TE blockage, the next step is to ensure that the surface-wave suppression band coincides with or exceeds the 7901 phase reflection bandwidth. The via array in the substrate controls the lower band edge. Its primary design parameter is the via spacing or periodic unit cell. This is because most reasonable via diameters chosen will work well provided the spacing between the vias is adjusted properly. Thus we can assume that selection of the via diameter will be based on manufacturing convenience. The purpose of the via array is to create a negative e zz such that the TM waves guided by the substrate are of the Fakir bed of nails type, and then to place the cutoff of these waves at the desired band edge frequency. These requirements place obvious constraints on the design. It should be noted that the periodicity of the via array must match the periodic unit of the FSS metal patches because it is the termination on a (relatively) large metal plate that allows the current in the short vias to appear almost uniform along the length of the via, and thus enable the finite substrate to behave as the rodded medium with infinitely long rods.
Since the permittivity is a strong function of frequency, the right value of inductance for the via array region must be chosen precisely with respect to the desired bandwidth. Clearly, if the value of the normal permittivity of the substrate becomes greater than one inside the desired operating band, the substrate will be able to support conventional TM surface waves. Thus, the first general guideline to ensure surface-wave suppression is to maintain the normal permittivity at o1 within the bandwidth of interest. Given a choice of substrate dielectric constant, the normal permittivity is controlled over the band by controlling the zero-crossing frequency, that is, the frequency at which e zz changes from negative to positive values. Figure 23 illustrates the effect of the via spacing on this zero-crossing point for a substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 4.5. The vertical lines define the extent of the desired bandwidth of operation (G BW ). In this figure the case in which the vias are one-ninth of a free-space wavelength apart (at the reflection phase resonance) gives the most negative normal permittivity because its zero-crossing frequency is far above the high-impedance frequency band of operation. However it also gives the most rapidly varying value of e zz over the band, and this turns out to limit the surface-wave suppression bandwidth since the osculation point will occur at a higher frequency for more negative values of permittivity. To maximize the TM bandwidth, we want the slowest possible varying normal permittivity that nevertheless does not cross 1 inside the band of operation. For this case a via spacing of the order of 1 8 -wavelength (l/8) would be the best. Clearly, in Fig. 23 the dielectric constant e D of the substrate plays an important role in determination of the bandwidth because it controls the asymptotic high-frequency limit of e zz and therefore the slope of the curve over the bandwidth of operation.
As a rule of thumb, to maximize the TM bandwidth, it is advisable to put the zero crossing of e zz as close as possible to the upper end of the band and to minimize the slope of the curve. This means that substrate dielectric constant is chosen as low as possible and the via spacing is chosen as large as possible within the constraint of not getting close enough to l/4 in the dielectric where periodic effects start to alter the zero-crossing frequency. To maximize the TE bandwidth, we have to allow for the normal H field to be blocked as much as possible. FSS consisting of metal squares are maximally blocking, while FSS consisting of crossed dipoles would be minimally blocking. Although it is true that interdigitated capacitor designs enable the creation of high capacitance FSS with only one side of metal (no need for overlap), such metal arrangements are full of gaps and are not maximally blocking; therefore they typically result in a reduced TE surface wave bandgap.
Finally, the blocking performance of the FSS is indirectly affected by the thickness and composition of the via array substrate because to obtain zero-degree reflection coefficient at the desired center frequency the total phase shift supplied by the FSS and the substrate must be equivalent to a quarter-wavelength. Therefore, if the substrate is made too thick, or has too high a dielectric constant, the FSS capacitance will be too small, and hence the FSS patches will be too small or the gaps will be too large to adequately block the normal magnetic field.
It should be emphasized that whenever FSS designs are used that utilize thin metal lines, slots, or gaps, that block the current flow on plates, or overlapping regions that require the current to ''neck down'' to deliver the charge to the parallel-plate capacitors, there is bound to be a significant amount of inductance in series with the capacitance. This inductance may manifest itself as an apparent frequency dependence on the capacitance that raises the capacitance with frequency and therefore reduces the bandwidth of the original design by detuning it. In the extreme case, the inductance can resonate the FSS capacitance and create multiple high-impedance bands, each with its own default value of TE band edge [14] . The use of such inductive FSS also requires additional care in selection of the periodic unit because the ratio of FSS capacitance to FSS inductance is affected by the absolute size of the unit cell. Whereas the capacitance of an overlapping FSS is proportional to the area of the cell, the inductance is clearly proportional to the length of the cell.
REVIEW OF MORE RECENT LITERATURE ON AMCs
The operational definition of an artificial magnetic conductor adopted in this article includes the AMC's response to both free traveling plane waves (the in-phase reflection coefficient) and evanescent plane waves (near-field impedance increase and suppression of surface waves)-in other words, the effect of the AMC on the entire k-space spectrum of the radiator. Both conditions must be present for the AMC to constitute a gain-increasing ultrathin ground plane for low-profile antennas. On purpose we have avoided classifying the AMC as a photonic bandgap (PBG) or electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure because such structures typically operate as three-dimensional frequency-selective filters; that is, EBGs and PBGs usually operate in the frequency range where the periodicity of their inhomogeneities is comparable to a quarter of the wavelength in the dielectric [15] . In contrast, the Sievenpiper family of AMCs operates in the range of frequencies where the periodicity is a small fraction of the wavelength. For conventional communication requirements of bandwidths of the order of 10%, the periodic unit can be of the order of l/50. Only when the bandwidth has to be pushed to 2-1 does it become necessary to increase the via separation close to the quarterwave point.
These considerations are important when tracing the heritage and ongoing history of the AMC in the literature. For instance, the term artificial magnetic conductor has been applied in the literature to ''quarter-wave groundplanes'' rendered thin by the inclusion of FSS layers [16] . However, if the ground plane contains no vias to suppress TM surface waves, the only useful suppression will occur when the filtering properties of the FSS come into play, that is, when the periodic unit of the FSS is comparable to l/4. Such a structure should simply be classified as a frequency-selective surface. Similarly, just because a surface exhibits an in-phase reflection coefficient to plane waves does not mean that it will increase the gain of proximate horizontal antennas and qualify it as an AMC. For this reason, references in the literature that consider and measure only plane-wave reflection coefficients are not very useful to the designer of AMCs.
Because the Sievenpiper AMC is used as a surface below the antenna, its ''bulk'' EBG properties are seldom, if ever, used and appear to be irrelevant in practice. This fact is highlighted by the ease with which a horizontal monopole on the AMC is fed by penetrating the ground plane, thus exposing the center conductor of a coaxial cable (coax) line to an array of vias in its near field. The vias simply play the role of an extension of the coax transmission line's (absent) outer conductor. Clearly, any wave that might be radiated by the exposed center conductor in the via array region is stymied by the large negative permittivity of that substrate.
There is one structure labeled as PBG in the literature that is very close in spirit to the AMC, and this is the uniplanar compact photonic bandgap (UCPBG) [17] . This structure uses no vias, but its textured ground plane contains both capacitive patches and inductive segments of line. Their combination creates a surface that can guide slow waves up to a resonant forbidden band. Many useful devices have been constructed using that structure ranging from slow-wave compact filters to ''TEM'' closed waveguides. Indubitably the UCPBG could be analyzed and designed in terms of effective medium theory in the same way as the AMC subject of this article.
The history of the AMC in its present form can be directly traced to Ref. 18 , where it was shown that the reflection coefficient band of a tripole array FSS can be moved arbitrarily low in frequency by overlapping tripole layers so that the overlap parallel-plate capacitance tunes the surface. Only plane-wave transmission and reflection coefficients were measured. In Ref. 19 the tripole layers are revisited and it is pointed out that the 100% reflection bandgap disappears at shallow angles of incidence for TM waves because there are no vias connecting the multiple overlapping tripole layers. In Ref. 20 a diamond lattice of multiple overlapping crossed dipole FSS layers connected to each other with vias is studied. A plane-wave reflection coefficient bandgap is reported together with a bulk bandgap assessed by inserting collinear coax probes into the center of the material.
The first reported measurement of a surface-wave bandgap appears in Ref. 21 . Overlapped tripole and crossed dipole FSS layers connected with vias were studied for TM surface-wave properties as well as for normal incidence reflection coefficient properties. TM surface waves were found to exist inside only a portion of the reflection bandgap. ''Variation of the symmetry'' was the approach used to attempt to modify the size and location of the bandgap.
After a symposium paper in 1998 [21], Sievenpiper's Ph.D. dissertation [1] contains proof of both TE and TM surface-wave bandgap properties, and subsequent papers, including those noted in Section 5 (above), have thoroughly examined the extent to which the AMC properties can be designed and even dynamically altered. Still, misuse of the AMC happens occasionally as in Ref. 22 , where a patch antenna intended to operate at Ku band (13-15 GHz) is surrounded by a Sievenpiper AMC (the PBG of the title), and yet the chosen parameters for the via array region (via diameter 0.2 mm, spacing 2.44 mm, and substrate dielectric constant) can be shown to give a zero-crossing frequency well below the band of operation. In fact, calculation of the e z properties reveals a normal permittivity varying from 3.6 to 5.7 (positive!) over the range where experiments were performed. It is therefore not surprising that the author's results were unimpressive. For a correct application of the AMC to patch antennas, the reader is referred to Rahmat-Samii's paper [23] , which also reports a circularly polarized curl antenna with good axial ratio in the bandgap. The patch antenna had a 3 dB gain enhancement accompanied by skirt suppression and 15 dB suppression of the backlobe. The AMC was also used for mutual coupling reduction (8 dB improvement) in a microstrip patch array.
A careful study of the backlobe suppression properties of the AMC is found in Ref. 24 . The authors show that the AMC effect on antenna match (S 11 ) essentially follows the antenna's own trend in free space. Using the AMC as a reflector, very high front-to-back shielding in the near field and somewhat less in the far field are shown. They also investigated a double (back-to-back) AMC versus the regular AMC backed by its PEC ground plane and found that the former has similar backlobe suppression but incurs more dielectric loss. This is contrasted with a fullwave simulation of back-to-back PMC surfaces, which have much poorer backlobe suppression than does the AMC. This result emphasizes that the AMC is not a PMC because it also suppresses TE waves.
MORE RECENT APPLICATIONS OF AMC
As an example of the versatility of the design procedure outlined above, we designed three different AMCs whose 7901 phase operating bands are not necessarily coincident with the surface-wave band. The fabricated designs are shown in Fig. 24 .
The goal of the first design was to set the TM as well as the TE band edges close to the 7901 band; therefore the appropriate via separation and magnetic field blockage were calculated to yield the surface-wave bandwidth given in Table 2 , while the normal incidence reflection bandwidth is 3.57-4.01 GHz. The goal of the second design was to set the TE band edge just above the À 901 phase point by tailoring the magnetic blockage appropriately, while at the same time using the via spacing to move the TM band edge well below the þ 901 phase point. The normal reflection bandwidth is 3.23-3.33 GHz. The last design is meant only to block TM surface waves using the via array but to allow TE waves to propagate by using a low magnetic blockage (Jerusalem cross) FSS, shown in Fig. 21 . Again, the following normal reflection bandwidth for this case is 3.33-3.64 GHz. Table 2 shows the most important dimensions of the AMCs fabricated as well as their predicted surface-wave band, defined by the TM and TE band edge. Figure 25 shows the equivalent circuit for the FSS. Since in two of these cases the current flow through the FSS is considerably constricted by the geometry of the Figure 24 . Fabricated AMC designs I, II, and III, from left to right. A zoomed image shows the design in more detail. pattern, the series inductance of each design must also be taken into account. As a rule of thumb, Marcuvitz' [8, pp. 221-228] results for a strip inductive medium provide a reasonable closed-form estimate for this inductance (with the result that tightly packed Cohn squares have almost zero inductance). Thus, for design I a purely capacitive FSS is appropriate, since the inductance from the FSS is negligible (L FSS ¼ 0.03 nH).
For design II we used large Cohn squares that have little overlap capacitance. In this case, the inductance, calculated from Marcuvitz' data [8, pp. 221-228] , is not negligible anymore (L FSS E0.87 nH) and has to be taken into account in the design. For design III, the FSS equivalent circuit is a distributed LC circuit, shown in Fig. 26 , where the series inductances can be calculated using Marcuvitz' method [8, pp. 284-285] , and the capacitors are small parallel-plate capacitors. The inductance from the FSS is manifested in the frequency-dependent effective capacitance deduced from the circuit from Fig. 26 .
The phase of the reflection coefficient was measured experimentally on a basic Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) arch setup. Figure 27 shows a typical measurement test setup for determining the surface-wave properties of AMCs. A pair of broadband tapered notch antennas is used for linear polarization where TM waves are attained when the antennas are oriented in a vertical plane and TE waves when they are oriented in a horizontal plane. Therefore a through measurement, where the direct ray is blocked with absorbing material, only allows waves tightly attached to the surface to propagate to the receiving antenna. The results are usually referenced to waves over metal (making it notoriously difficult to measure the TE waves). The experimentally and theoretically measured phase of the normal reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 28 . We can observe that the inductance tends to shift the AMC resonance to lower frequencies, and to narrow the 7901 frequency band. An oddity of such a plane-wave measurement of the properties of an AMC is that the magnitude of the reflection coefficient shows a sharp dip exactly at the resonant frequency. This is not entirely unexpected since at resonance any losses in the dielectrics inside a resonator should be magnified. It appears odd, because every measurement made of the gain and efficiency of antennas proximate to an AMC have shown at least a þ 3 dB gain increase at band center. We must remember, however, that the efficiency of an antenna is ultimately connected to its ability to couple energy from its near field into propagating free-space waves and that the mechanism of that coupling is not measured by the plane-wave reflection coefficient.
The TM measurements and the predicted TM band edges for the three designs are shown in Fig. 29 . For the TE surface wave, the fields are zero over the metal; therefore, when the AMC can support TE wave propagation, we have the band edge. Figure 30 shows the TE surface-wave measurements and the theoretically predicted TE band edges.
A brief review of the latest applications in which AMCs are used include the following. McKinzie and Fahr [25] used the AMC as part of a low-profile polarization diversity compact antenna. Two orthogonal bent-wire monopoles were placed in close proximity (l 0 /200) to an AMC right on top of each other, where l 0 is the free-space wavelength at the AMC's resonance. The monopoles are parallel to the surface, and their centers are coincident. The experiments, compared to a conventional two-port probe-fed patch antenna, show an improved return loss bandwidth, a 5-10 dB reduction in mutual coupling, and improved radiation efficiency.
In applications such us 802.11 and Bluetooth radios, two antennas located on the same platform must have low mutual coupling to minimize interference. Rogers et al. [26] used the AMC as a reactive edge treatment that reduces the mutual coupling of two antennas mounted on the top and side of a 16-mm-wide screen surrogate laptop computer. Two 2.4-GHz AMCs were also placed between the antennas, on the top and side of the surrogate laptop, so that coupling between the two antennas is reduced. In the resulting experiments, the coupling between the antennas (S 21 ), shows isolation of 45 dB, 20 dB above the case without edge treatment. The properties of the AMC used were calculated using the design equations in this article and agree with the authors' measurements, except for a slight increase in the band center, mentioned by the authors as due to the truncation of the AMC into a thin strip. Bandwidth can be increased by magnetically loading the AMC, as seen in Eq. (3). This increase was demonstrated in Ref. 27 . It is shown that the bandwidth increases by a factor of 44. Thus, the AMC of dimensions 411 Â 411 Â 33 mm operated between 240 and 400 MHz. The magnetic material used was barium cobalt hexaferrite with uniaxial permeability m r,xy ¼ 30 À j1.0 and m r,z ¼ 1.0 À j0.03 at approximately 200 MHz. It was engineered in such a way that the reflection bandwidth and surfacewave bandwidth align. In the final design the via array region was subdivided into two parts. In one of them the magnetic material was placed as far as possible from the FSS layer and the vias spaced 9 times closer together than in the rest of the via array region. No surface-wave measurements were available at those low frequencies because of the difficulty associated with the smallness of the AMC.
Sanchez and Paller [28] propose a new method for tuning the AMC. Essentially, it changes the parallel plate capacitance of the FSS by changing its geometry. The authors used concentric square loops for the upper FSS layer. The loops are segmented and can be completed by bridging the gaps using switches, as shown in Fig. 31 , and By changing the capacitance of the FSS, the surface-wave suppression properties will also change accordingly.
Sievenpiper et al. [29] use the AMC as a beamsteering device. By changing the electrical properties of the impedance surface through varactors in the FSS layer, as a function of position, a reflecting surface with controllable phase angle of reflection is created. It is shown that the AMC can therefore be used as a reflecting device that can steer a microwave beam over a 7401 range in two dimensions. Reconfigurable Apertures program (RECAP) under which most of this work was originally developed. Thanks are also given to Prof. James Aberle of ASU, Dr. Will McKinzie of McKintek LLC, Dr. Dave Auckland of Etenna Corporation, Mr. Victor Sanchez, and Dr. Eric Caswell of Titan Corporation for their valuable insight, technical collaboration, and management during the various phases of the program. Special thanks are due to the reviewer of this contribution, whose careful analysis and invaluable comments greatly enhanced our exposition of the subject. 
